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Signatures on Semilocal Rings 
1. INTKODUCTIO~S el) XOTATIONS 
Most of the results of this paper have been announced in [3 1, Section 31 
and, in slightly simplified form, in [32]. Th e reader is advised to consult 
these announcements for an outline of the contents of the present work. 
One of our main purposes here is to extend part of the Artin-Schreier theor) 
of real closed fields to commutative semilocal rings with involution. The 
central concept that enables us to accomplish this goal is that of a signature: 
Let C denote a semilocal ring with an involution J whose fixed ring WC 
denote by A. A signature is a homomorphism c from J *, the group of units 
of A, to (<;I) with certain properties (Definition 2.1 and Proposition 2.4). 
If ,-I is a field the signatures correspond byectivel!; with the set of total 
orderings of il for which all the norms N(c) :- cJ(c) for c in C* are positive. 
In particular then, if J is the identity, this latter set consists of all orderings 
of -4. 
In Section 2 we study the notion of signature. By definition a signature o 
on (C, J) corresponds with a unique homomorphism I? from the Witt ring 
K’F(C, J) of free Hermitian spaces over (C, 1) to Z and conversely. For the 
case J the identity and C d-1 a field this correspondence between orderings 
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and homomorphisms of ?l’(A) to Z has also been noted in 1361 and [25]. 
IVe then use the structure theory of such N’itt rings developed in [33] as 
our main tool in the study of signatures. The relationship between signatures 
on (c’, -1) and the signatures on A is discussed as well as the relationship 
bet\vccn the signatures of a semilocal domain and the orderings of its quotient 
field. 
Since there is a bijection of the set of signatures with a set of prime ideals 
in a commutative ring, the Zariski topology induces a topology on the set 
of signatures on a semilocal ring with involution. \Vith this topology the set 
of signatures becomes a compact totally disconnected Hausdorff space -Y. 
In Section 3, we study the space S and in particular the embedding of 
W(‘. .lh, (W’Y(C, J))/Rad( TI’F(C, J)) in the ring C(S, Z) of conl-inuous 
integer \xlued functions on S. Moreover, if S is any compact totally dis- 
connected Hausdorff space, we study arbitrary NXtt subrings for groups of 
espommt two [33, Definition 3.121 of C(S, Z) and characterize these in 
terms of the Boolean algebra of closed and open sets of X. We then use this 
information to obtain a necessary and suficicnt condition for an appmrima- 
tion theorem for the orderings of a formally real field to hold. In the last part 
of Section 3, we give a description of the image of the map 
(6 >...> CT,,): rrqc, J) -+ z?” 
for a finite set crl ,..., o,( of signatures of (C, J). 
In Section 4 we further generalize Pfister’s generalization [39, Satz 211 of 
Artin’s characterization of sums of squares in a formallx real field. To 
accomplish this we introduce the notion of the saturation M of an arbitrarl 
subset -11 of -4”. The subgroup :1^/ consists of all units of the form 
with I 1, n, in n/and c;~,...,~, a sum of norms in ,3. We show that ,I? is the 
set of all units b in =I with u(n) .= 1 for all signatures o on Lq such that 
o(-ll) 1. In the special case when A is a field and Jis the identity [39, Satz 2 I] 
follows and further setting ;lf =- 1 yields the classical Artin result [3, Satz I]. 
The latter part of Section 4 is devoted to the study of the torsion sub;e;roup 
of Il.xqC. .I). 
Section 5 deals with the problem of estending signatures. For the sake of 
simplicitx- we consider onlv semilocal rings with the identity involution. 
Most of ;)ur results concern-the extensions of signatures of a semilocal ring -4 
to signatures on a Galois extension B with group G, in the sense of [5] and [15]. 
Thus, we show that a signature on .q has either no or [G : I] extensions to B. 
Norcovcr. in the latter case all the extensions are conjugate under the action 
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of G. In the last part of Section 5 we obtain some information about the 
G-module structure of N’(B) and the cohomology groups g”(G. W(R)). In 
particular, wc show that the localization of W(R) with regard to the multi- 
plicative semigroup (2’0 is a free G-mod& of rank one. \Ye have not been 
able to generalize the main results of this section from the case of a (;alois 
extension to that of an arbitrary finite &tale extension. This points up the 
most serious defect of the theory developed so far: Namei\. no notion of 
“real closure” with respect to a fixed signature has \ et been cstablishcd.’ 
IYe close Section I by rccalhng a few facts and-notations from [33]. I’CJI- 
a semilocal ring C with involution J, the fixed ring of 1 is denoted I~!- .-I, 
the groups of units of C and -4 are denoted by C’” and *I.“. respectiveI!., and 
b: C” + :I” is the homomorphistn given by -V(r) c./(c). Al (C’! ./)-space 
is a pair (E, @). where I; is a finitelv generated pro.jective left C’-~nodule and 
@:I?‘x B + C is a Hermitian form. ‘I’he relation of isometry is written as y . 
If R is free with an orthogonal basis pi ,..., e,, such that @(P, , r)) U, we 
often write (q ,..., a,,) E (E, @). A space (B, @) is called nondegenerate if 
the natural map E: --, hom,(B, C) induced by @ is an isomorphistn and 
metabolic if it is nondegenerate and I; has a C-module direct summand 1’ 
with I.-- J ‘. Two nondegenerate spaces (E, @) and (K’, @‘) are called 
equivalent, written as E - I?, if there are metabolic spaces I and 7 .’ with 
B 1 7.rl!“Jm ( “. The set of equivalence classes under 1 form a c‘o~~mlu- 
tative ring, the JVitt ring. denoted by fI’(C, /)( liF(C’, 1) if onI!- free C‘- 
modules arc considered). ‘The ring theoretic operations of II.(C’. 1) arc 
induced by the orthogonal direct sum and the tensor product of spaces, 
respectiveliT. The class of a space (I?‘, @) in II7(C, J) is denoted b!- [.(I:, di)] 
or [RI. There is a ring surjectionZ[A *j:\‘C ‘] tt II’F(C‘, ~).wllereZ[.-/ .\-(“I 
denotes the group algebra of the group .1’;;\:(‘” over Z. I;or (I in .-I ‘( \vt’ 
Xvrite (a’; for the element u~\‘:(‘~ of Z[L4 ‘:;VC*]. 
2. THE ~UOTIOX OF SIGNKKHE 
Until the last part of this section C’ will always be a connected ( no 
idempotcnts other than 0 and I) semilocal ring with involution .I and .-1 will 
be the fixed ring of J. 
CONVENTION. If U: /I * - {A 1) is a group homomorphism such that 
u(KC*) : 1 then the induced ring homomorphism Z[A*/L\‘C*] + Z will 
also be denoted by (T. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. A s@ature 0 of (C, J) is a group homomorphism 
0: --I’ + [ + I i satisfving 
(i) a(SC*) =‘l. 
(ii) If G = i3”/NCk and #c: Z[G] --f W(C, J) is the canonical map 
then o(lier &-) ~~ 0. 
Sign(C’, /) lvill denote the set of signatures of (C, J). 
Kemurk 2.2. If 0 is a signature of (C, /) we denote by 0 the uniqlx ring 
homomorphism from W(C, J) to Z such that u: Z[G] + Z equals tF 0 I&. 
Evident]!. WC have a canonical bijection betkveen Sign(C, J) and the set of 
ring homomorphisms from lt’(C, J) to Z. By [33, Example 3.1 I] if 
Sign(C’. J) :- r# then these sets are in bijective correspondence with the set 
min II*(C, 1) of minimal prime ideals of W(C, J). Specifically, if u is a 
signature then c?[(a, ,..., a,l)] --= a(q) -f ... + ~(a,) and the associated prime 
ideal PCj is the kernel of 5. 
‘The inclusion .-1 C-t C induces a morphism (‘4, Id) --f (C, J) of pairs [33] 
from which we get a ring homomorphism W(iz) - IT’(C, J), where W(L3) 
lrT(L3, 1(i). The commutative diagram 
z[d*:(A*)“] ----r+ rq~) 
T 1 
z[=l*:‘ivc*] --j+ W(C, J) 
shows that Jf-(3) + W(C, /) is surjective and that Sign(C, J) is a subset of 
Sign(.d) : Sign(.4, Id). 
In order to give a more explicit description of signatures we need the 
follow-ing lemma. 
I,I3IhlA 2.3. (i) P0r uny D in Sign(C, J) we haee u(- 1) - I. 
(ii) Each o in Sign(C, J) has the followinK property for all Y ‘1: 1: 
(S,.) Let a, ,..., a,. be units of A with g(q) = ... = u(a,.) ~~ I and cl ,..., c, 
be elenrents qf C such that 
b -~: X(cJ a, 1- .‘. + :V(cr) a, 
is also n unit. Then o(b) : I. 
Sote that for any Y ‘s I, (S,.) implies (S,.-,). 
PYo?f. (i) is clear since [(I)] -f- [(-I)] = 0 in W(C, /). 
(ii) The element b is represented by the space (al ,..., a,.) over (C, J). 
Hence. xve have an isometrJ 
(al ,..., a,.) s (6) I X, 
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for some h, in .-I” [33, Lemma I. 121. Hence, 
(1, a 1 ,.-., a,.) z (h, 6, 1 . ..( I,,). 
Since g(q) ‘.. ~(a,.) I we have (~[(b, h, ,..., b,.)] I’ r I , \vhich can 
only happen if a(h) m_ a(h,) ‘.. o(b,.) I. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let (r: -4 x --+ i 1 i j he a ,pwlp homolHo~plii.~nr with 
u( SC”) I mzdo(--I) ~~ ~ I. 
(i) If &-I is a jkld then o is a si’nuture if und ottI_V tf o(o) 1 implies 
4 1 : a) I for all a in .-I v. 
(ii) dssume C has no masinuzl ideal $31 with J(W) !).I{ at/d C’ 91 F, .” 
Then 0 is a signature if and only if the property (S,) of Lemma 2.3 holtls. 
(iii) .-lssume in addition that C has HO maximal ideal !I11 with J(W) !)I?, 
--I ,;W n .-I IF, ) and c91i f F,, . Then o is a scgnature ifund WI!\ [f(X) holds. 
Proof. The “only if” is clear in all cases from Lemma 2.3. 1loreov~r, it is 
easily seen that (S,) is equivalent to the property stated in (i) if .4 is a field. 
In [33, Theorems 1.15 and I. 16, (‘orollary I.171 it has been showx that the 
kernel of&.: Z[.4*:ATc‘*] + TI.(C, 1) ‘. g 15 cnerated hv the t‘lerncnts ; 1: _ r I j 
and 
with (al ,..., a,) z (b, ,..., 6,.). It was shown there that I 2 suttices in 
C’ases (i) and (iii) and I 3 in Case (ii) of our proposition. Thus, \vc need 
only prove that in an\: case for Y . 3 the property (S,.) implies 1: 1 o(oi) 
xLz1 o(bi) for all units a1 ,..., 61, , b, ,..., /I,. of ,q” such that (o, . . . . . LI,) - 
(h, ,..,, b,.). If all u(ai) l then it follows immediately from (S, ) that all 
~(6,) =- I. If all u(ui) = I then WC‘ also have all cr(b,) I. since 
( a1 ,..., ur) c (-I?, ,...( h,.). Hence, we need only consider the case 
that neither all u(ai) nor all o(bi) have the same value. But by taking dcter- 
minants we see that niCl {ui] ~-: JJ=, fhJ in =2”/;VC*. Hence, JJ: 1 o(ui) 
3 it is clear that ~(a,) I occurs a; often as 
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\\:e would like to give a more explicit characterization of Sign(C, 1) as a 
subset of Sign(A). Th e o owing proposition will be proved in Section 6 f 11 
since the proof uses techniques from [29] which will not be needed elsewhere 
in this paper. 
I’rwposITIoN 2.5. =Is.sume that either ld is a$ekd OY c‘ has no 7?lasima/ ideal 
:).I{ sub that one oj’ the folio-z&g exceptional cases O(Y’IKS: 
(i) c‘,!lH = IF, or IF. .3 . 
(ii) ‘331 : J(!H), C/W F, , and A/W n -4 _ F, . 
Then the kernel of W(,4) --, lZ’(C, J) is R enerated hi’ the bi?rary space classes 
[(I, .\-c)] zL)ith c in Cx. 
From this proposition and Definition 2.1 we immediately obtain the fol- 
lowing. 
(‘or<oLLtlKy 2.6. Under the hypotheses qf Proposition 2.5, Sign(C, J) Is 
the set of all o in Sign(,l) with o(iVC*) -- 1. 
Remark 2.7. (i) If C is a field then corollary 2.6 is an immediate 
consequence of Proposition 2.4(i) and Proposition 2.5 is not needed. 
(ii) If A is a field it follows from Proposition 2.4(i) that Sign(A) can he 
identified with the set of all orderings on .-I. This is done as follows (cf. C2.5; 361): 
If *I is an ordering on .d we define a signature o. of -4 b\ 
iI 
o:(a) -~- (- 1 
if a 0, 
if n _ 0, 
and if CT is a signature of A4 we define an ordering C,; on :1 by 0 <, a if and 
only if o(a) :m I. 
Note that Corollary 2.6 shows that a signature (r in Sign(-4) is in Sign(C, J) 
if and only if 0 <” N(c) for all c in C*. 
Lmm~ 2.8. Let C be a f;eld zoith J f identity, Therz LZ signature u it1 
Sign(<-l) lies in Sign(C, J) ifand only ifthe ordering <,, OII .-I does not extend to an 
or deer& on C. 
Proof. Since d must have characteristic 0 we can write C = .-l(e), where 
8” E -4 and J(B) mu -0. If 0 is in Sign(C, J) then 0” ,<,, 0 /and, hence, <,, 
cannot be extended to an ordering on C. Suppose now that <:<, does not 
extend to an ordering on C. Then ti2 <c, 0 [9, p. 381 (see also Proposition 5.15) 
and, hence, for any c = n -1 b0 in C” we have 0 (CT a2 - /PO2 ~z N(c). 
Let C be a field with involution J q / identity, let 0 be a signature’of -1, 
and let -13,, be a real closure of A with respect to the ordering Q, (e.g. [9, p. 381). 
$3 I /26/z-.+ 
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If d is the algebraic closure of A, and /,, is the involution of ‘-1 whose fixed 
field is -4,, then [{‘(AC,) y= W(A, 1”) s Z (Sylvester’s law of inertia). NIoreover, 
the homomorphism IV(&d) ~+ Z d m uced bv CT coincides with the homomor- _
phism 11-(A) - TV(d,,) induced by the inclusion ‘4 C+ -4,, [36]. Finally, since 
the ordering c::,; cstends to C’ if and only if ,/,, does not cstend J, Lemma 2.8 
shows that Jr, extends .I if and onI!- if CT is in Sign(C, J). IThen this is the cast’ 
the induced homomorphism (7: ll’(C’, 1) -+ i2 is just the canonical map 
Il’(C’, J) F n-(,4, J,,). 
If the semilocal ring .-l has no zero divisors \ve can still ask whether a given 
signature o of A gives rise to an ordering 1 of -4; i.c.. whether there exists 
an ordering -.’ of .-I such that U(Q) I if and only if 0 ~1 a for all LI in .-I !. 
In or&r to investigate this question KC’ prove a lemma which will also bc 
used to prove other results concerning cxtcnsions of signatures. \\‘e first nwd 
the folto\\ing definition. 
lmIxIT!Os 2.9. Let (C’, J) --‘> (C”, J’) t IC a morphism of pairs and let 
CT be a signature of (C, 1). \\‘e say that the signature ~1’ of (C”. J’) rstrrrc~s CT 
(relative to 1‘) if ~‘(f(a)) 0(Q) for all 0 in A*. 
Note that (r’ in Sign(C’, J’) extends CT in Sign(C, J) if and only if \VC’ ha\c 
a commutative diagram 
LI;JIMA 2. IO. Let (C, J) 1~ (C’, J’) b e 11 7t~o~~phisw o_f paiTs and 0 a 
signature qf (C, J). Then (r extends to a s&nature (T’ of (C’, J’) if and only I’/ 
cF(ker lf’(f )) - 0. 
Proof. If CT extends to a signature CT’ of (C’, J’) then the above diagram 
shows that F(ker l+‘(j)) 0. ConverseI!., assume n(ker lf’(.f‘)) 0 and let 
K mm Im W’(j). Then there exists a ring homomorphism 9: K -* Z such 
that p q H’(f) ~~ Cr. I,ct P = ker v. Then P is a minimal prime ideal of R 
so there is a minimal prime ideal P’ of Il’(C’, J’) such that P’ n R I’ 
(e.g. [ 1 I, Proposition 16, p. 961). The signature (r’ of (C’, J’) corresponding 
to P’ clearI!- extends CT. 
Since the intersection of all minimal prime ideals of a commutative ring 
is the set of nilpotent elements [ 1 I, Proposition 13, p. 951 WC have the following. 
COROLLAKY 2.1 I 1,et (c, /) 2, (C’, J’) be u morphism qf‘ paivs. Then 
every signature qf (c’, J) extends to a signature of (C’, J’) if and only f ker lV(j’) 
is a nil id&. 
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We now return to the question of extending a signature of a scmilocal 
integral domain .-1 to an ordering on -3. Since any ordering on .3 extends in 
a unique way to an ordering on the quotient field F of ,3, it is enough to ask 
when a signature of A extends to a signature ( - ordering) ofF. This question 
is answered by Lemma 2.10; namely, a signature CI of A extends to an ordering 
of F if and only if ker( W(A) + IT-(F)) is contained in the kernel of the map 
0: H-(.3) --c ‘z. 
I<XAMPLE 2.12. Let ‘3 be the local ring of the afine curve .Y” A 1.’ 0 
over the real field R at (0, 0). Then the signature 
obtained 1~1. composing the evaluation map at (0, 0) and the unique signature 
of R, does not arise from an ordering of A. This follows because I is a 
square in the quotient field of .I, and, hence, .3 can have no orderings. 
IkwtxE 2.13. Let -3 be a valuation ring with maximal ideal m. ‘I’hen 
any o in Sign(zd) can be extended to an ordering of .3. If -3 has rank one 
[12, p. 1151 and a(1 f m) f: [I), then cr has esactlv one estensiorl to an 
ordering. If a3 is discrete 112, p. 1081 and C( 1 1 tn) = ‘( I ), then CJ has esactl! 
two extensions. 
Proof. Let F be the quotient field of =I. Since -3 is a I’riifer ring, 
rJT(A3) --> W(F) is injectivc [27, 1 I .I.]] so the first assertion follows from 
C‘orollary 2. I 1. 
Sow assume .3 has rank one and o( I ~I m) ~’ [ II. ‘I‘hcn there esists an a 
in1 m with u(u) = .~~ I, and, hence, 6[( 1, --a)] 2. Let IL74, 111) be the 
kcrncl of the natural map II;(,3) + W(.3/nr). Then [( 1, - u)] lies in TI’(=I, IN), 
so since rl’(,3, nt) is an ideal in W(F) [27, 12. I. I] it follows that for any c 
in I;* the class [(c, .- C(z)] lies in 11.(.3). Thercforc, if r is an! signature on 
F extending c we must ha\-e 
for all c in F+. Hence, 0 can have only one extension. 
If <3 is discrete with 111 -37~ then any extension 7 in Sign(F) of 0 is deter- 
mined by the value T(T). If u( 1 : 111) ( Ii it is easily verified using Proposi- 
tion 2.4(i) that for both c)l = I and E 1 the functions 7 :P* II + { II) 
defined by T,~(u#) m: U(U) CP, for u in . I” and n in Z arc signatures of fi 
extending CJ. 
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~‘ROPOSTTIOh’ 2.14. Let .il he u Dedekind ring (not necessarily semilocal) 
with quotient jield F’. 
(i) If all orderings on E are A4rchitnedicrn then .-I/p is not fotwral~, real 
for all nonzero prime ideals &1 of .-I. 
(ii) Jf ‘rl;‘p is not formally veal .for all p T: 0 then the natural map cf 
Spec W(F) to Spec H.(A) is a homeomorphism. In particular, if .-I is semilocal then 
the signatwes of .I correspond hijectiaely z&h the orderings on .-1. 
l’roqf. (i) Assume there exists a prime ideal p of .A such that $p is 
formall\- real; i.e., has at least one signature T. Composing T with the reduction 
map from A pA --f (-qir-,)* yields a signature U: .4,* b (A/p)” 1 (4-l) of 
the valuation ring -q\, . Then for an\; ordering -.: ofF extending o we must 
have N *. I for all a in p-i-l, , since U( I 1 p.-1,) I. Such an ordering is 
obviousI\- non-Archimedian. 
(ii) By [38, p. 931 there is an exact sequence 
where +J runs through the nonzero prime ideals of L4. Since none of the =I,p 
is formally real, each JV(A/p) is a 2-primary torsion group [39, Satz 161 as is 
W(F)/Jl’(A). Thus, a given homomorphism from IV(A) to ;2 or [F,, , p odd. 
has at most one extension to W(P). F ur th crmore, the unique homomorphism 
TIT(A) + [F, 1134, Remark 2.21 extends to the unique homomorphism 
IV(F) -+ [F, . By [34, Remark 2.21 the prime ideals of I/v(<q) and TV(F) arc- 
exactly the kernels of such homomorphisms. Thus, the continuous map 
Spec W(p) - Spec r/v(A) is injective. Since IV(F) is integral over TV(A), 
this map is also surjective and closed [12, Theorem I, p. 38 and Remark 2, 
p. 391 and, hence, is a homeomorphism. 
Sote that Example 2.13 and the proof of Proposition 2.14(i) show that the 
converse of Proposition 2.14(ii) also holds. 
Remark. If A is the ring of integers in an algebraic number field E’ then 
the hypothesis of Proposition 2.14(ii) is satisfied and so the nonmaximal 
prime ideals of 11.(A) correspond bijectively with the real embeddings of F. 
This is a small part of [38, Corollary 4.5, p. 971. 
Finally, we consider pairs (C, J) with C semilocal but not necessarily 
connected. In defining signatures u: =1* -+ { Zy 11 of (C, J) we replace W(C, 1) 
in Definition I. I by the Witt ring WF(C, /) ofj Tee nondegenerate Hermitian 
spaces over (C, J) [33, Remark 1.181. The ring WF(C, J) is a homomorphic 
image of Z[A*/A’C”] and in fact a Witt ring for A*lNC* in the sense of 
[33, Definition 3.121. Note that WF(C, 1) ~~ W(C, J) if C is connected. 
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Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 2.4 still hold with identical proofs if C is not 
connected. 
The pair (C, J) is called connected, if C has no decomposition C = Cr x C, 
with C, and C, stable under J. If (C, J) is connected but C is not connected 
then (C’, -1) z (A x A, j,,) with rl connected and Jo the involution 
(.t., -y) --z (jr, x) on .-2 h’ .YI [33, Lemma 1.81. In this case NC* ~: =-I* and, 
as is easily seen, IVF(C, J) = IF, so (C, /) has no signatures. 
iVe shall now show that even in the case that (C, J) is not connected the 
signatures of (C, J) correspond bijectivelv with the ring homomorphisms 
from TIT(C, 1) to Z. Let 
((‘7 J) (Cl, Jl) 7 ‘.. ’ (C,, Ji) 
be the decomposition of (C, J) into connected pairs. Then by [33, Lemma 1.91 
we have a corresponding decomposition 
W(C, J) -- cr-(C; ( JJ < .” ‘? qc, , Jt) 
of \\‘itt rings. Assume C, is connected for 1 < i -1 s and not connected for 
s i, 7’ t. (s ~z 0 if no C, is connected.) For any index i with I .’ i s 
we have a ring homomorphism 
#IL;: W(C, /) -----f W(Cj ) J,) -‘I, F, ( 
where the first map is the canonical projection and the second map I’; is 
reduction module the unique maximal ideal of Il’(c‘, , .I,) containing 2. 
Lxbzm 2. I5 If s ; I the canonical map from lW(C, /) to If’(C, J) is 
injectiw. The image consists qf all elements sin qc, J)withp&) “’ ,L;(,Z). 
Proof. Denote by Ifi the standard hyperbolic plane (T :) over (Ci , Ji) 
and by II the standard hyperbolic plane over (C, J). Note that Ef mm 
II, ‘\ ” N, . JVe consider a free space E over (C, J) whose image in 
Il’(C, J) is zero. This means that in the decomposition E I& /; ... pi E, 
into spaces Ej over (C, , Ji) every component Ei has image zero in W(Ci , Ii). 
\1’e first treat the case i -: s. The Witt ring IV(Cj , J;) is the quotient ring 
K(C, , J,)/K:?Z(C, , J,) of the Grothendieck ring K(C’< , Ji) of nondegenerate 
spaces over (Ci , Ji) modulo the ideal KlZ(C, , Ji) generated by the metabolic 
spaces [33, Corollary 1.61. Thus, the class, cl(E,) of E, in K(C, , Ji) lies 
in K.U(C, , J?). Since every projective C,-module is free, the latter is 
additively generated by cl(lf,) [33, Lemma 1.3(i) and (iii)]. Hence, cl(E,) -: 
r, cl(H,) for some integer pi . Taking account of the definition of equality in 
K(C, , jl) shows that ri is positive. Hence, there esists a nondegenerate space 
G, over (C’i , J,) such that 
Since E is free, all the E; are free over C’, of the same rank. ‘Thus, /‘1 r, 
By [33, Lemma I. IO], the spaces Gj are free C,-modules. Thus, I>!- adding 
suitable spaces to the G; WC‘ may assume that the rank of G, ovt’r C‘, is II, 
independent of i. 
sow assume i S. ‘I’hen since the rank of B, is the same as that of I!; , 
the previous considerations show that B, has even rank. It can then Ix easil! 
shown, using [33, Example 1.71, that B, k r1 ,: /I, Let G, he an arbitrar!- 
nondegenerate free C,-space of rank U. Then G G, ... G, IS a free 
space over (C, .I) and 
I:’ 1. G z r, x I-I 1 G, 
which sho\vs that IT’I;(C, 1) - IIT(C’, 1) is in.jective. 
For any .z in the image of IW(C, J), in M’(C,‘, /) we have ALL ... p,<(z), 
since there is only one ring homomorphism from W’F(C, J) to [F,. Sow consider 
an element .Y in lf’(C, /) with /am ‘.. pL,(s) and Ict R I:‘, ... .: R, 
be a space over (C, J) representing s. Then, for I i 5, the I:‘, are free 
spaces with rank E’, :: .‘. rank E,, (mod 2). Adding a suitable multiple 
r, \ IJ, to B, , for I i s, \\\c get spaces F, ,..., F, of the same rank II. 
For 5 -, i I, let Fi be an arbitrary nondegenerate free space of rank II. 
‘I’hen the space F :~ I;; ... F, is free over (C, J) and since [I.((‘, 1 J!j 0 
for s ’ ’ i t [33, Example 1.71, F represents the clement v of II’(C‘. -I). 
Thus, .v lies in the image of [W(C‘, j). 
For s I we shall identify rW(C’, 1) with its image in lI’(C’, 1). 
PROPOSITION 2.16. If s I the restriction map &fines (I h<@tion of t/w 
set oj’ ring homomorphisms from [Z’(C, J) to Z with the set of ring l~otrror~ror~ph~.sn~s 
from II/F(C’, J) to Z. 
Remurk 2.17. If s 0 then by [33, Remark I .7 and Lemma I .9], 
W(C, J) 0 and it is easily seen that Pi’F(C‘, J) 1F, ‘rhus, ncithcr Iring 
admits homomorphisms to Z. 
Proof qf Proposition 2.16. Denote the subring llT’(C, J) of [I.((‘, J) b! R 
and lJ’(C, , Ji) by R, , so that W(C, J) :m n:- 1 R, I,et p he a homomorphism 
from II%‘(C,‘, /) to Z. By Lemma 2.15, 2x lies in H for every s in 1-I K, , and 
hence n Ri,iR is a group of exponent 2. ‘Thus, p has at most one extension 
to a homomorphism from n Rj to Z. hZoreover, such an extension always 
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exists. Indeed, the kernel Q of p is a minimal prime ideal of R so by [I I, 
Proposition 16, p. 961 there is a prime ideal P of n Rj lying over Q. Lllearly, 
with a unique index k and a unique minimal prime idea1 P,, of R,s. Since 
Z G R,iQ embeds into JJ Ri/P g R/,/P,> , it follows that n R,/P q Z. The 
homomorphism h from n R, to Z with kernel P extends cp. 
\I’e denote by -4, the fixed ring of J, in C, and by xi the projection from 
./I :I* “’ x .4, onto rl, The proof of Proposition 2.16 together with 
Remark 2. I7 immediatei!. imply the following. 
~‘~R~LLARY 2.18. The si&atuves CT: d4 * --+ [ 3: I) on (C, J) correspond 
hljectize!\- with the hon~omorphisms A j-on TV’(C, J) to Z zia u(a) -= ,\[(a)]. 
Fol- alzq’ Cynafure o on (c’, J) there exists exactly one inde.v k between I and t 
and one .+natwe CT,, on (C,, , J,, ) such that 
Tl,us, Sign(C. J) can he ideniijied with Ui,=, Sign(C,. , J,,) (disjoint uniorr). 
As in the connected case we denote the homomorphism from If’(C.‘, J) 
to Z which corresponds with the signature 0 of (C, J) b!- 6. 
I;rom (‘orollary 2.18 it is clear that problems about signatures ma!- alwa!.s 
be rcduccd to the connected case. 
3. 'TOP~LO~;ICAI. DESCRIPTION OF REDUCEI) I\:ITT Rrsw 
In this section a II.itt ring R is always a Witt ring for some Abelian group G 
of esponent 2 as defined in [33], i.e., R .- IS a nonzero homomorphic image of 
the integral group ring Z[G] and the torsion subgroup R, of R is 2-primary. 
(‘lcarly. for any Mitt ring R, the group G can alwa!rs be chosen as G(R) ~~ 
I,v in R x2 = I]. Furthermore, if G is an Abelian group of esponent 2, a 
homomorphic image R of L[G] is a Witt ring if and only if the reduced ring 
R ret1 R/Nil(R) is a kfitt ring [33, Remark 3. I3(ii)]. Our interest in these 
“abstract” \\‘itt rings stems from the fact that the \Vitt ring lVF(C, /) of free 
spaces over a semilocal ring with involution is a \Vitt ring for the group 
.-l*::J.Cx [33, Remark I .18, C’orollarv 1.20, Theorem 3.91. 
DEFINITI~S 3. I. (i) For any \Pitt ring R, let AY(R) denote the set of ring 
homomorphisms from R to Z. 
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(ii) For any topological space a\. and discrete ring I), let C’(,Y, U) 
denote the ring of continuous functions from .\: to 1). 
(iii) X Boolean topological space is a compact totall! disconnected 
Hausdorff space. 
Remark 3.2. If R ~~~ Il;F(C, 1) then the set &I-(R) may be identified with 
Sign(C, /) as in Proposition 2.16, which explains its relevance to this paper. 
Lmrm 3.3. Let R be a II,‘& ring. Then 
(i) R, ~~ R or R, -= Nil(R); h t e set S(R) is empty if and onlv if R, - . R. 
(ii) !f s is in X(R) let P,. ker s. Then s ++ P,r yields a bijectio?L C$ 
AY(R) with the set of prime ideals of P of R such that P n b = 0. If -Y(R) G T* 
then S(R) can be identi’ed with the set min(R) of minimal prime ideals qf R. 
FOF the remainder qf the lemma we assume S(R) ; I. 
(iii) In the Zariski topology the map P -+ Q ~3) P” is a homeomovphisnr 
of the subspace S(R) of Spec(R) with the Boolean space Spec(Q ” R). Thus, 
we call regard ‘Y(R) as the set of all Q-algebra homomorphisms from Q i3 R 
to Q under the correspondence .x ++ I (xl s. The field Q is the OII/J~ inte<gral 
domain which occurs as a homomorphic image of Q (3 R. 
(iv) Fo:ov any element s in Q @> R, let fY be the function in C(AY(R), Q) 
defined by fJx) (I :x\, .x)(s). Th en s -fv is an isomorphism qf Q-alqebms. 
(v) The inmge 1 :g; R of A in Q cji; R is isomorphic to Rrrtl and the 
isonzorphism of (iv) maps I ‘31 R into a subrin/: of C(S(R), Z). 
Proof. (i) That R, is either R or Nil(R) follows from [33, Proposition 3.151. 
Clearly, if R, = R then X(R) is empty. If S(R) 1s empty [33, Remark 3.2 and 
Proposition 3.41 show that R, -: R. 
(ii) The map .v N P,. yields a bijection of X(R) with the set of prime 
ideals P of R such that R/P= Z, since Z has no automorphisms except the 
identity. The rest of (ii) then follows from [33, Remark 3.2, Theorem 3.9, 
Propositions 3. I5 and 3.161. 
(iii) If S is the multiplicative semigroup Z - 0 then Q (:5: R s ‘22. 
Hence, I’++ Q @ P is a bijection of the prime ideals P of R such that 
PC-IZ 0 and all the prime ideals of Q $j R [I I, Proposition I I(ii), p. 911. 
Furthermore, by [1 I, Corollary, p. 1291 the foregoing nq is a homeo- 
morphism in the Zariski topology. Since by [33, Remark 2.61 Q 8e, R is von 
Neumann regular, [I I, Exercise 16, p. 1731 shows that Spec(Q ,I R) is a 
Boolean space. 
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(iv) By (iii), for every prime ideal M of Q @ R VW have Q @ R/.M =% Q 
so (iv) is a special case of [2, Theorem 2.31. 
(v) It is clear that ker(R ---f Q f.3 R) mm R, which is Nil(R) by (i). 
Furthermore, by definition fi br(s) = S(Y) lies in Z, completing the proof. 
Our main goal in this section is to study the embedding of Rred in C(X(R),Z). 
However, we first shift our point of view by studying the \Titt subrings of 
(‘(.Y-, Z) for an arbitrary Boolean space .Y. 
DEFINITION 3.4. For any Boolean space -Y, let ti denote the basis of all 
clopen (closed and open) sets. 
The proof of the following lemma will be omitted since its contents are 
either well known or the missing proofs can be easily supplied. 
h?vNA 3.5. (i) Let I’, I’heinEandset C: + I‘ I.U I-- l!:n I, 
1 ‘I’ -- I‘ n 1.. Then 6 is a R oo ean 1 ring with these operations. 
(ii) If 11 is an integral domain the only idempotents of C(X, II) are the 
chavarteristic functions eu , for I ’ in (5. For an arbitrary commutative <ring D, 
an element f in C(S, /I) has the .fovm 
with di in D and (C’,) u partition qf -I’ by elements of (5. 
(iii) CF s C(S, IF,) @ia LT -+ eu . 
(iv) The units of C(X, Z) are precisely the functiotu gu I - 2eu,for 
lTinti;gtii.c-pl on 1.7, I on-Y- C.‘,andg$ =m I. 
(v) ,PURV = x0 r Y . 
DEPINII‘ION 3.6. For any subring II’ of C(X, Z) let $(l’) denote :the set 
of 1 T in E with ,qo in T. 
C’OROLLARY 3.7. (i) I]f 7‘ is a subrirz-g of C(A--, ,Z) then !?J( 7’) is an additive 
subgroup ?f ti containing ‘Y. The units of T are precise& the gm with U in .5(T). 
(ii) C(‘Y, Z) is the integral closure of Z in C(-Y, Q). 
Proof. (i) By Lemma 3.5(v), J3( 7’) is a subgroup, and X is in .?J( T) since 
<YX - 1 lies in T. The last part is clear from Lemma 3.5 (iv). 
(ii) By Lemma 3S(ii), every element of C(X, Z) is an integral linear 
combination of idempotents and so C(S, Z) is integral over Z. If f in C(X, Q) 
is integral over Z, its values are elements of Q integral over Z, and so lie in Z. 
Hence, .f is in C(S, Z). 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let 91 he an additizle subgroup of 6 containing ‘Y and let 
Then S(Y1) is a Hi’tt subring of C(S, Z) and the maps ‘9I ,~--+ S(V[), T L + b( 7’) 
are inverse isomorphisms of the lattice of additive subgroups PI of (5 contai?@ .Y, 
and the lattice of Wtt subriqs T qf C(S, Q). 
Proof Since any \Yitt subring of C(S, Q) is integral over L, it is a 
subring of C(i\-, Z) ‘by Corollary 3.7 (ii). Because any subring 7’ of C(S, Z) 
is torsion free and all units of C(AY, B) t LI\ c (multiplicative) order 2, the 
subring T is a \Yitt ring if and only if it is additivclv generated bv its units. 
Thus, in view of C’orollarb- 3.7 (i), we have the equality S(!$T)) 7’. fol 
any Witt subring 7’ of C(.\-, Q). Furthcrmorc, b\- Ixmma 3.5 (v), S(Y[) is a 
ring and. hence, a F\Ytt ring. 
It remains to show that for any additive subgroup ‘!I of E containing .Y. 
we ha\c $j(S’(%)) “1. Thus, let I in E be an element of sj(,S’(VI)). Then su 
and, hcncc, 2e, lie in S(V1). ‘I’herefore, there are integers w,, , M, such that 
3eL, n,, $ 2m,r,,, , 
with l:, in 91. Evaluating both sides at a point of A\- shows that N,, is cvcn so 
that we have 
where I ‘,, S and fn,, n,,j2. Thus, in C,‘(.\-, F,) MC hat-c 
with E, :: 0 or I, so by I,emma 3.5 (iii), 1 Cl’ E,I i in ti. Hence, 0. lies 
in the subgroup ‘!I, completing the proof of the proposition. 
EXAiwLI'. 3.9. S(e) H \ (‘(S, 2H) is the largest \\.itt aubring of 
C(X, Q) while S({ f__, X)) Z is the smallest such. Furthel-more, it is easil\- 
verified that X(5’(6)) is homeomorphic to S. This follows as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.14 from the facts that C(I, Z)‘):S(E) is a group of exponent 2 
and min(C(X, Z)) is homeomorphic to S [ 1, Proposition I .2], [40, Theorem 
1.6.11. 
Next, we need the following version of the StoneL\‘eierstrass theorem 
[26, Theorem 321 or [18, Proposition I and remark on p. 2361. 
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%EOREM 3. IO. Let F be u discrete field, .Y a Boolean space, ana’ .-J an 
F-subalgebra of C(S, F) separating points. Then .r/ mm: C(S, F). 
Proposition 3. I 1 is a slight recasting of Proposition 3 of [ 181. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. For any Boolean space .Y let I- -Y; - Fun through 
the Boolean quotient spaces of S, and let F be a discretejekd. 7’hen I’-+ C( Y, F) 
yields a lattice antiisomorphism between the family of all Boolean quotient 
spaces qf S and the F-subalp-ebras of C( S, F). 
Puoqf. For any E-subalgebra .4 of C(X, F) we define an equivalence 
relation on S by .v k y if.f(x) ~= f(y) for allf in -4. Let 1. S/-. Since 
the projection -Y + I7 is continuous, J’ is compact. Bq’ definition, .d induces 
an F-algebra of continuous functions on 1. which separates points. Since F is 
discrete, this shows immediately that I’ is Hausdorff and totally disconnected. 
Thus, bv (3.10), .n/ mu C(Y, F). 
Conversely, let Z’ --- ,I-/- be a Boolean quotient space of S with projection 
77 and let .r/ C( 1, F). Let h’ be the equivalence relation defined-by .c/ 
on .Y. (‘learl~, .v h y implies .v h’ J’. On the other hand, if s k’ y then for 
every continuous function f : 1. + F we have f (r(s)) f(x(y)). Since IT is 
totally disconnected, C(I, F) . p 5e aratcs points so that +.Y) V(V), i.e., 
.Y - 3’. Thus, y k’, proving the proposition. 
('OR~LL.~RY 3.12. Let % be a subring of CF and set .V’(%) -p OS(S) ; 
ECI~C+ Qe,. 7’hen -Y’(S) is a Q-subalgebra qf C(-Y-, Q) and the maps % M -Y(s), 
-4 + Q(.T/) are inverse lsomovphisms of’ the lattice qf subrin<ys of CF a,vd the 
lattice of Q-.suhalgehas of C’(-\-, Q). 
I+oof. IVc identify 6 with C(AY, IF,) by the isomorphism of Lemma 3.5 (iii) 
so that subrings of (5 correspond with if,-subalgebras of C(S, FJ. B!; Proposi- 
tion 3. I I, the lattice of Q-subalgebras of C(S, Q) and the lattice (of IF,- 
subalgebras of (‘(,1--, F,) arc both antiisomorphic to the lattice of Boolean 
quotient spaces of ,\-. \Ve, thus, obtain a lattice isomorphism between the 
tvv o I~!, associating subalgebras corresponding to the same quotient spaces. 
I,et a subalgebra .r/ of (‘(.I’, Q) correspond to a quotient space I7 = S:-. 
SO\\~<~(> I ~ 2eU lies in -4 if and only if eU does. Thus, 
sj(.d) [C in E / cc(x) au(y) if .x x ~1;. 
which under the isomorphism of Lemma 3.5 (iii) is precisely the F,-subalgebra 
of C(X-, F,) corresponding to I.. If a subring % of E correspond to a quotient 
space l7 = ‘Y/h, it is clear that the equivalence relation defined by -Y’(s) 
on S is precisely ,- so that the inverse isomorphism carries 93 to -V(B). 
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COROLLARY 3.13. If R is a R’itt suhring of C(S, Q) then S:,(QR) L <B(R), , 
the subring of E generated by G(R). 
Proof. Since g(QR) is a subring of e by Corollary 3.12 and $j(QR) 1 G(R), 
it is clear that $(QR) 3 (I(R) On the other hand, from Proposition 3.8 it 
is clear that .Y’(,:$(R) \) 3 QR, whence h\- Corollar!- 3.12 we have 
(5(R)‘\ 3 5(QR). 
COROLLARY 3.14. Let R be a Witt sub&g qf C(,Y, Q). Then the ,followiq 
are equiz?alent. 
(i) C(S, Z)lR is a torsion group. 
(ii) G(R) is a subbusis of S. 
(iii) R separates the points of AY. 
Proof. Statement(i) is equivalent to QR = C(X, Q) and since eD.,eU, ..’ etin 
eulnuP”...“un and A’ is compact, (ii) is equivalent to the statement that 
(Sj(R)‘> = (5. Thus, the equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from Corollaries 
3.12 and 3.13. The implication (i) :- (iii) is clear and (iii) :- (i) follows from 
(3. IO). 
LEMMA 3.15. If R is a Tl’itt subring of C(X, Q) then the torsion subgroup qf 
C(X, iZ),‘R is 2-primary. In particular, if C(S, L)/R is torsion then 
where, fey any commutative ring T, 2m ” T denotes the ring oJ‘.fiuctions of 1’ with 
respect to the multiplicatiz>e semigroup 12” 1. 
Proof. Let I? be the integral closure of K in QR. In view of C’orollarv 3.7 (ii). 
it is readily verified that the torsion subgroup of C(A-, Q/R equals R/R, which 
is 2-primary by [33, Proposition 3.171. 
PROPOSITION 3.16. Let R be a H’itt subrig of C(S, Q) and 4”: Z[G] + Ii 
a ring surjection uith G an dbelian group of exponent 2. Then the elements of 
a(R) are precisely the sets 
and their complements .Y ~. W(a), zo h ere a runs through the elements of G. 
Proof. Since a’ 7 I we must have $(a)(y) :+ 1 for all v in ?i. Hence, 
gwn) = $(a) and g,--w,) -#(a). Since Nil(R) =- 0, [33, Remark 3.22 and 
Theorem 3.231 shows that ever!; unit of R is of the form +,!~(a), proving the 
proposition. 
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Re~zark 3.17. Following Belskii [7] we call a \Vitt ring for an Abelian 
group G of exponent 2 “small” if there is an element a in G such that 
4(a) ~~ I. For csample, the LVitt ring R - JVF(C, J) of free nondegenerate 
Hermitian spaces over a semilocal ring C with involution J is small for G -~ 
--1*/:2‘C I. If H is a small 1Vitt ring for G, Proposition 3.15 shows that s(R) 
is the farnil!. Jr’(a), with a running through G. It should be noted thlat an!- 
\\-itt ring ZZ is small for G = G(R) = the group of all r in R with r.2 -: I. 
If K is a \\?tt ring and 1V = X(R) is the Boolean space of Definition 3. I (i) 
and Ixmma 3.3 (iii), our results yield the following theorem. 
‘I‘IIEOIIE~I 3.18. Let R he a Witt r&g with R, :L R aud 4: Z[G] -> R u riq 
surjection for some S-lbeliun group G of exponent 2. If &IT = .Y(R) then 
0) (‘(,le, WR,,d is a 2-primary torsion group and C(*\-, Z) is the 
intqrtrl closure qf R,,* in C(S, Q). 
(ii) ITlre sets IT’(a) [s in X 1 $(a)(x) em - I ] and their complements 
f~~rnr N subbasis !+jR of the topology of A-. 
(iii) tiR is the fcunily of all clopen subsets I of X such that 2eo is in Rred , 
i.r., in the notation lf Definition 3.6, 9~~ z 5(R). Hence, Sj, depends on& on R 
and is itldependent of G and JJ. Furthermore, sR is an additive s&group qf C, 
the Nooleurr riq of all clopen subsets of S, coxtainirq S. 
(iv) I&(, == Z f Ijl~~g, 2Ueu. 
Proof. From the definition of X(R) and the map R --f C(AY, ,Z) of 
Lemma 3.3 (v), it is clear that the Witt subring Rrea of C(S, Q) separates 
points of _I-. Thus, (i) follows from Corollary 3.14, Lemma 3.15, and (lorol- 
lary 3.7 (ii). Statement (ii) is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3. I6 
and C’orollary 3.14, while (iii) and (iv) follow from Proposition 3.8. 
KemclA 3.19. In cast R m: IV(F) is the Witt ring of a formally real field F, 
S(R) ma!- be identified with the set of all orderings ofF, as was pointed lout in 
Remark 2.7 (ii), and G may be taken as F*/F *2. Harrison (unpublished) first 
proposed that the set of orderings be topologized by taking the sets J{/(a) =- 
{ -: in A\.(R) : a < O), for a inF*, as a subbasis of the topology. 
‘~HEOWEM 3.20. Let G be an Abelian group of exponent 2, $: Z[G] -+ R 
a ring surjection making R into a Witt ring, and X :m *Y(R). If R, f R the 
follozciwg statements are equivalent. 
(i) hen = = B -+ C(S, 22). 
(ii) C(X, Z)/Rre,l is a group of exponent 2. 
(iii) 5R = E. 
Proof. ‘The implication (i) (ii) is obvious, (ii) :- (iii) follows from 
l’heorem 3.18 (iii), and (iii) .. (i) follows from Proposition 3.8 and 1:sample 
3.9. 
(iii) (iv). ‘I’hc compact Hausdorff space .Y is normal so there is an 
open set K in -1. such that l.l C I:’ and I!’ n 17? . Since .\- is totally dis- 
connected, R is a union of clopen sets and since 1, is compact thtw esist 
clopen sets I-, ,.,., ( .li such that 1-I C I ‘1 u .‘. u I’,, C I:‘. Then I 
(1 v “’ v (: is a clopen set with I’, C 1’ and I.2 C .Y I:. By (iii), I is in 
-\j, and so h,“‘l’heorcm 3.18 (ii) there is an clement r d(n) haling the 
desired properties. 
(iv) (iii). Let I’ be a &pen subset of A1‘. Applying (i\-) to U, ( , 
1-2 -V 1 ’ shows that C,’ lies in !?FR in view of l’hcorcm 3. I8 (ii). 
In \-iew of Remark 3. I9 WC have the following corollar!.. 
Remark 3.22. (i) In [23, Theorem 3.51 it is shown that condition (iii) 
of C’orollar\ 3.21 is also equivalent to $>w(Fj being a basis of the open sets of 
.\ -I-( I I’(F)). 
(ii) It is shown in [13, Theorem 2.11, [38, bkample 2.10, p. 641, and 
[23, Section 3, I&ample I] that the equivalent conditions of C’orollal-y 3.21 
hold for an arbitrar!. formally real algebraic extension of Q. AIoreover, 
I<lman and Lam have also shown that the conditions of (‘orollar\- 3.21 hold 
for a formally real extension of transcendence degree I of a real closed field 
[23, Section 3. Esamplc 21. 
~‘OROLI.ARY 3.23. Id ii $(Z[G]) be a mall tlrtt I-ing .for un .Ibrlirrn 
,y~oup G (Remark 3.17) und let s, ,..., .v,, be ~1 distinct elewzents of .Y(Ii), i.p., 
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s,: R ---z L are distinct ring homomorphisms. Let B denote the subring of 
z % ‘1’ Z (n factors) ?f all elements (b, ,..., b,,) with hi b, (mod 2) i.e., 
B Z ~- (2Z)“. Then 
(i) Im(s, )...) .x,,) c 11. 
(ii) Tlte,follozi~g statements are eyuizalent. 
(a) Im(.r, ,..., x,,) = B. 
(b) fibr any i, I i ’ 12, there exists an element ai in G z&h x,(*(a,)) 
1. .\.)($(a,)) I, i 7’ j. 
(cj The characters x,: G - i-1 I), dejined by x,(a) .x;(#(a)) for a 
in? G. are fi?war!ll independent in the if,-vector spare (2 of all characters of G. 
I’roc$ By [33, Proposition 3.141, R : R/n:=1 kcr x, is a reduced \Vitt 
ring for G. Thus, without loss of generalit!; we may assume i? ~ R so that 
-I’(R) ; \‘I ,..., .v,,;. Then (i) follows from Theorem 3. I8 (iv) and the equiva- 
lence of (a) and (1~) of (ii) is easily deduced from the equivalence of(i) and (iv) 
of Thcoi-em 3.20. 
(c) -. .. (1~). If we vtrite G additivelv as an if,-vector space then i; becomes 
the dual spcc homFe(G, F,) and the equivalence of (c) and (1,) is a standard 
result of linear algebra [X, Corollary 2(i), p. 1601. 
I~YWI.I:S 3.24. (i) Let F be a formally real field with F”jF”’ a finite 
group of order 2”. Then Jr(F) is a small \Vitt ring for F*/F”“, and since an 
clement .L‘ in -V( II’(F)) is completely determined by the corresponding character 
it follows that the set of orderings of F can be regarded as a subset of the set 
of all characters of F*/F*’ sending ~~ I F *2 to 1. Thus, there are at most 
2” ’ orderings on F. 
.kcording to [20, Satz 41, F has 2”-’ orderings if and only if - I is a not 
a square in F and all extensions F(y”“) with c[ in F”, ---q not a square, are 
Pythagorean fields, i.e., sums of squares arc squares. See also [23, Corollar!- 
4.51. 
If the conditions of Corollary 3.21 hold then 1~4 C:orollar!. 3.23 (ii) (c), 
k’ has at most n orderings. In Section 4, Example 4. IO (iii) and [23, Corollar!- 
5.71 it is shown that ifF is a Pythagorean field then F has cxactlv II orderings 
if and onI!- if the conditions of Corollar!~ 3.21 hold. 
(ii) I,et F be a formally real field and xi ,..., .Y,, elements of -ky( W(F)) 
corresponding to Archimedean orderings of F. Then each xi yields an order 
isomorphism ofF into the field of real numbers [9, Example I I a, p. 571 and so 
as is vveil known [4, Theorem 8, p. IO] condition (b) of Corollary 3.23 (ii) is 
fulfilled. Hence, Im(s, ,..., .v,,) B. 
(iii) Let R be an arbitrary \I:itt ring with R 7: R, and let xi ,..., s,! , 
?I 3. be elements of -V(R). Then we always have Im(.r, ,.,., 9,)) 6:. To 
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see this note that the ring K may bc taken to he a small \\.itt ring fog 
G :- {r E R y2 I ). Then condition (c) of (‘orollary 2.23 (ii) is easily- seen 
to he fulfilled for this G. Indeed, since none of the x, , i 1 3, can be the 
identity character, the cases 11 1, 2 are clear and if M 3, a relation 
X1X2X3 I would lead to a contradiction when applied to ~- I. 
(iv) Let b R((s))(( y)) be the field of iterated formal power series 
in two variables over the real field. Then by a theorem of Springer [45], 
II’(F) is isomorphic to Z[G], with G the Klein four group. Hence. there are 
exactly four homomorphisms II’(F) %[G] ~--f Z corresponding to the four 
characters of G. Since these are linearly dependent, Im(.v, , .+ , .A‘:( . .v,) < R 
in this case. Thus, the orderings of F do not satisfy the conditions of (‘oral- 
lary 3.21. 
Our tinal result of this section yields a lower bound on Im(s, ,.._, .A,,). 
PROPOSITION 3.25. Let R be a IVitt ri?g and xi: R --z Z distinct elements qf -Y( R), 
i I ,..., n. Then Im(s, ,..., s,,) contains (21 )I !2]qt! (_ 21 I/ !2@ ,< 21 ,I “‘jq, 
zhere as usual [k] denotes thegreatest integer _ k. 
Proof. If n =:- I the conclusion is vacuous and for II 2, 3 it follows 
from Example 3.24 (iii). \Ve proceed h\. induction. Thus, suppnse the propo- 
sition is true for all k < n and IE 4. 
To prove the result, it suffices to find an Y in R such that si(r) ?I’/ “1 and 
,T!(Y> 0, i ; 1, for then similar elcmcnts will exist with si replacing s, 
and it will follow that Im(.yi ,..., .v,)X(21”‘“LZ)“. Since[(n ~~ 2);2] [U 21 - I, 
the induction hypothesis guarantees the existence of $ and t in R with 
(x1(s) )..., Sri(s)) (21’5’1- 1, 0 )...) 0, K, ‘), 
(xl(t) )...) .x?,(t)) .- (2, +, ‘< )..., *, 0, O), 
where the asterisks stand for arbitrary integers. ‘I’hen the required clement 
is r st. 
In this section the results obtained so far are applied to obtain a generaliza- 
tion of [39, Satz 211 which in turn is an extension of [3, Satz I]. \Ve also prove 
a result concerning extensions of signatures and study certain ideals in Witt 
rings. \Ve continue to use the notations of Sections 2 and 3 and in this 
section C wit1 always denote a connected semilocal ring with involution j. 
DEFIXITION 4.1. A subset llf of *-I* is saturated with respect to (c’, 1) 
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if i19 is a subgroup of A!l* and every unit of the form N(r,)u, + ... -+ ‘\;(~,.)a, 
with cr ,..,, c,. in C and a, ,..., a,. not necessary distinct elements of ,W, lies in il% 
The last condition is equivalent to asserting that for I+ ,..., a,, in .l~’ every 
unit represented by the space (n, ,..., a,.) lies in 9. 
Clearly, &-1* is saturated and the intersection of saturated sets is saturated. 
Hence, any subset ‘12 of ,-1* is contained in a smallest saturated subset of .-I * 
which is called the saturation of M and is denoted by :l?. Since for any u in z-1 i’ 
we have a-1 := alV(a-l), the group :I7 consists of the units in the wmiring 
generated by IV(C) and the elements of .lJ; i.e., if .lI the element; of ;1? 





with czi ,..., a,. in JZ, (i) = (i1 ,..., ;,.), and cc,) a sum of norms. 
DEFINITION 4.2. For any subset 11fof -g* let l/(~ld)={oin Sign(C’,j) o(w) 1 
for all m in ;IZ] and for any subset J’of Sign(C, J) let Z’( 1’) (a in .A* ( u(a) 1 
for all u in J7j. \\‘e write l’y(wz) and r(a) for the sets 17({:r]) and F([o]). 
Ixnmii 4.3. (i) T’(:ll) is a clos& sxbset ofSign(C, .I). 
(ii) l’(i11) L- l’(n). 
(iii) I’(o) is a satwated sub~~roup of index two. 
Proof. Since r(m) :-~ W-w&C*), P roposition 3.16 shows that the set 
I -(m) is clopen in Sign(C, J) for any m in *4*. Hence, F7(.M) ~mm n,,( il, M I’(M) 
is closed, proving (i). 
The last two statements follows immediately from Definition 4.2 and 
Lemma 2.3 (ii). 
I)EFINITION 4.4. The involution J is called tvacique if there is an element 
< in C with c L j(r) ~=~ 1.
hUMA 4.5. Let C be an arbitrary commutative ring with iwolution J. 
If J is tracique then for all_z’ metabolic space :I1 over (C, J) we hae?e II g 
II 1 ... .i H, where H denotes the hyperbolic plane giaen by the matvi,v (T A). 
1~ particulur, ,foy each unit u qf .-I the metabolic space (a) i (-a) “m fI. 
Proof. Hy [33, Lemma I .3 (iii)] every metabolic space is isometric to an 
orthogonal sum of spaces (;” i) f or dr I iat\ e ements a of -3. Let @ denote b’t. ._. 1 
the form of I? and (x1 , x,] a basis of H with @(.x1 , xi) @(x, , x2) 0, 
@(.x1 ( s.,) 1. Let c be an element of C such that c L J(c) mm I. ‘Z’hen 
-11~ =: .vi -i- acx, and x2 are also a basis of 1r and @( yr , ~5~) -: a, @(s? , ,x2) : 0, 
@(Y i , .x2) =~ 1. If a is in ,g* then yr and yr mm x1 ~~ aJ(c) .x2 constitute an 
orthogonal basis of II with @( yi . yi) u, @( y2 , y2) u. 
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Ik.wrr.Es 4.6. (i) If 2 is a unit in j I then ever!- involution is tracique 
with ( lj2. 
(ii) Let 1 he tracique and d,f a saturated subset of .-I *. If N contains I, 
the wt .I/ equals .l’, since bv Lemma 4.5 everv unit is represented hy the 
space (I. ‘1. 
(iii) Assume (’ contains no maximal ideal III \vith (,‘,‘ttt 5, . If :11 is a 
saturated subset of .-I” with 1 not in ,;I1 and [.I” : .1/l 2 then hv Proposi- 
tion 2.4 (ii) there is ;I o in Sign(P, 1) such that .I/ r(n). . 
Hcforc stating the main theorem of this section we quote the following 
result which can he found in [6]. In case ,/ is the identity the result can lx 
found in [2X] or [42]. 
with the mree~~tion thut l‘(. ) .-I”. 
Proqf. ‘l’he sets [l] and !’ have the same saturation and IF(l) 1-i ) 
so we ma>- assume that JI is nonempty. Since for all u in l.(M) \ve have 
AlI C r(o) and by Lemma 4.3 (iii) the subgroup I‘( 0 19 saturated, it follows ) ‘<
that ,li C nc,i,, \, F(U) I’( I ‘(1U)). 
\\‘e first prox’c the reverse inclusion for the case ,IZ IQ, ,_.., u,.; is a finite 
subset of .I *. Let a in A* he such that (T(Q) I for all 0 in I ?(:\I) and let E 
he the space (I, -u) 5: (I, aI) c$ ... RJ (I, u,.). Then G([E]) 0 for all 0 in 
Sign((‘. J), and, thus, [I;:] is a nilpotent clement of ll’((‘, J). (IfSign(C, .I) _ 
this is still true since the rank of E is even [33, Proposition 3. I6 and Ikample 
3. l I]). ‘l’hcn by 133, T’xaml~le 3. I I] there is an integer VI such that 2,‘![E] 0 
in lI’((‘, I), i.e., 
[p (I, ar) I,, ..’ :;’ (I, O,)] [P (U) Jo,! (I ~ C/i) ‘I “’ ~‘) (1, O,.)]. 
But then by Theorem 4.7 we have 
213’ (I, a,) I” ‘.’ $(I, a,.) “’ 211’ (0) !* (I, Or) I,>’ “’ /) (I, 0,) 
over (C’, /). Since Q is represented hv the form on the right, it is also reprc- 
sented by the form on the left so n lies in !I’[. Thus, we have proved Theorem 
4.8 if .II is finite. 
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Sow let Jr be an arbitrary nonempty subset of A* and again let CI be a unit 
in .-I with a(a) =: 1 for all o in C-(AZ), i.e., I’(n) T) I ‘(;I$). Let [-llijrEl bc the 
family of finite subsets of Mand let 1, = l’(dd,) n I ‘(- cl). By Lemma 4.3 (i) 
the ITi are a family of closed subsets of Sign(C, J) and this family is closed 
under finite intersections. Since niilrI lTi = I’(M) n I-( -a) = and by 
I,emma 3.3, Sign(C, J) is compact, it follows that for some index i,, the set )‘c,j 
is empty. ‘I’hus, I-(n) r) I ‘(Alri,,) bvhich by the first part of the proof shows 
that a is in Alii,, C Xf. 
Rewzavk 4.9. In the case J is the identity and --I is a field, Theorcni 4.8 
is Satz 21 of [39] for M finite, and for arbitrary 11Z is due to i\‘itt (unpubl ishcd). 
\f’itt’s proof is quite different from ours. He shows h!- a simple argument, 
valid onI!- in fields (cf. [9, p. 351) that f or any proper saturated suhset .lj of A” 
and any element a of A” not lying in ;lf the saturated set generated I,! .?I, 
and N is different from A”. From this it follows that the maximal lproper 
saturated subsets of -3” are the I’( CT with 0 running through the signatures ) 
( or&rings) of A. Then an application of Zorn’s lemma lieIds the statement 
of ‘Theorem 4.8. 
h4\1PLEs 4. IO. (i) A ssumc that / is tracique and let .l/ ) I I. ‘I’hen 
the units a of --I with u(u) :- l for all o in Sign(C, J) arc the sums of norms 
(cf. [3, Satz 11). Furthermore, Sign(C’, /) >‘; if and onlv if I is a sum of 
norms and in that case all units of A-I are sums of norms. 
(ii) Assume that / is traciquc and Sign(C, J) , If .lI is an!- 
proper saturated subset of &-1* then there is a signature o such that .lI C I’(D). 
In particular, the maxima1 saturated proper subsets of .-I” arc exactly the F(a) 
with 0 running through Sign(C, J). 
(iii) =\ssumc that J is tracique and -4 has the property that every unit 
which is a sum of norms is itself a norm. If Sign(C, J) is finite with v -. 0 
signatures then z-I*,NC* is a finite group of order 2” . . . 2’ with equalitv if 
and only if the conditions of C’orollar~ 3.23 (ii) hold for Sign(C’, ,I) (cf. i23, 
(‘orollary 5.71). 
(i\) Let C’ be a connected semilocal ring with traciquc involution J’ 
and fixed ring .-1’. Let C be a semilocal subring of C’ with J’(C) C. let J 
he the restriction of J’ to C’, and let A be the fixed ring of /. Then an clement 
(r in Sign(C, J) does not extend to an element 0’ in Sign(C’, J’) if and only if 
there are elements n, ,..., (I, in A-!” with ~(a,) : “’ (~(0,) I and elements 
Cl ,..., C’, ’ in C’ such that 
~ I .\‘((.*‘) n, ~_ ‘.’ i- .\‘(c,.‘) N, 114. I I ) 
((cf. [9, Theorem I, p. 351). 
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Prmf. (i) and (ii) arc immediate consequences of Theorem 4.8. I:or (iii) 
assume J is tracique and NC* -- {LZ in 4 * 1 a is a sum of norms). Then, by (i), 
Sign(C, /) ij if and only if A * Xc’+’ so we may assume Y > I 1. Let 
01 ,..., O, be the distinct elements of Sign(C, J). Then it is easy to see that 
equivalent conditions of C‘orollar!- 3.23 (ii) hold for the ui if and only if 
natural map, 
is surjective. Moreover. from the fact that the induced map, 
is injectiv-e we note that 
A*: (j r(u,)- .’ 2”, 
,=1 I 
with equality if and only if the conditions of C’orollarv 3.23 (ii) hold. Is! (9, 
(-))>, l‘(u,) = (a m A” a is a sum of norms: KC* completing the proof. 
(iv) It is easily verified that an element u’ of Sign(C’. J’) estends o if 
and only if u’(r(a)) I. Hence, applying Theorem 4.8 to the saturation AT 
of r(u) with respect to (C’, J’) we see that G does not extend to (C’, J’) if and 
only- if J1’ (A-1’)1’. Moreover, by Example 4.6 (ii), AI’ : : (=2’) r if and onI!- 
if .- I is in .I[‘, i.e., if and only if (4.1 I) holds. 
CoR0l.l..UIY 4.12. Jf J is tracique and the sets I ‘(a), a in :I i, form n basis 
for the open sets of Sign(C, J) (cf. Tl worem 3.20) then the correspondence 
M t+ I-(:11) yields (I lattice antiisomovphism between the .fady qf saturated 
subsets ?f .1 ‘k and the closed subsets of Sign(C, J). 
Prwf. H!- Theorem 4.8, :o I‘( l-(:11)) f OI . i In>- subset AlI of -f * which 
shows that the correspondence is injective. On the other hand, if 1. is a closed 
subset of Sign(C, J) the complement of 2- is open and, hence, is a union of 
sets l-(a) with a in .d *. Therefore, I7 is the intersection of the complements 
of these sets which are again of the form 1 .(b), b in LGl*. Thus, there is a set ;II 
in z-1” such that T7 = nhEhl I’(b) -r l,V(af). Since 17(Ji) I’(A?), the proof 
is complete. 
In the last part of this section we stud! the torsion subgroup tX-(C, /)( and 
some other ideals of IF(C, J). It . is easily checked that all the following results 
remain valid even if C fails to be connected provided Ic’(C, J) is replaced b!- 
li%‘(C. .I), the \Vitt ring of free spaces. 
the 
the 
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hOI’OsITION 4.13. (cf. [36, Satz 3; 43, Lemma 2.2.4, p. 491). If JV(C, ./)f 0 
then OIII- elm~nt a in .-I x zchich is CI sum ?f norms is itsdf a norm hut ~ 1 is not 
0 lIOl’l~1. 
I’roof. If cr in A” is a sum of norms it follows from Lemma 2.3 (ii) that 
da) I for all (T in Sign(C, J). Hence, [(I, -a)] lies in JJ’(C, /)i 0. Thus, 
[(a)] [(I)], i.e., there exist metabolic spaces (J’[ , Qi), i I, 2, over (C, J) 
with 
(a) i I, 2z (1) 1_ C.,. (4.14) 
Since C’ is connected and semilocal the Li; are free C-modules of equal rank 
2~2, ~a!-. It is easily verified that the determinants of both spaces ( Ui , (Dj) are 
the norm class (- I )~)~:VC’*. Th us, taking determinants of both sides of (4.14), 
it follows that cl :: I (mod XC”), i.e., a is a norm. Furthermore, since 
JJ’(C, .I), 0 it follows that W(C, J) 71~ JJ’(C, J), so by Lemma 3.3, 
Sign(C, j) ; ,y . Hence, by Lemma 2.3, ~-- I is not a norm. 
If C’ is a field such that any sum of norms is a norm, but -. I is not a norm 
it can be shown as in [43, Lemma 2.2.4, p. 491 that if (E, @) is an anisotropic 
space over (C’, J) then so are E 1 E, E i E 1 E,..., which implies that 
JJ-(C, j), 0. However, for arbitrary semilocal rings with tracique involu- 
tion it is not immediately clear how to obtain a converse to Proposition 4.13. 
After some preliminary work, we only fully treat the case that J is the identity. 
\Ve introduce some notation. For an!- subset Y of Sign(C, J) wc denote 
I)!. Z( I -) the ideal 
n P, = {,Y in JY(C, J) j t?(s) = 0 for all u in ,.;, 
0 in Y 
xvith the con\-ention that if I7 =z *) then I(E?) -=m W,, , the unique prime 
idcal of JJ’(C. J) containing 2 [33, Example 3. I I]. If a is an ideal of W(C, J), 
\ve write a’ -’ for the radical of a. For any subset 7’ of JV(C, J) owe let 
Ann 7’ 1.~ in J~J(C, J) 1 XT =:~ 0). If M is a subset of -1” we denote by n(!lr) 
the idcal of JJ-(C, /) generated by [( 1. -a)] for all a in 111. 
I,m\rw~ 4.15. For any subset ;lI of =I *, II’(C, ])/a(-lf) is n JJi’tt viq ,fw 
NN Ah&u ,youp of exponent 2 (cf. [33, Definition 3.121). 
I’roc!f. \I7rite IJ’(C, J) = Z[G],iKwith G = A */A’C’*. Then W(C, .[)/u(AZ) ~ 
Z[G]jK’. x\-here K’ is generated bv K and all elements I ~~ [a] with a in AZ 
and ‘n’ 0 n.\‘C* in Z[G]. For an\- ring homomorphism F from Z[G] to Z, 
y(K) equals 2ll.Z for some n > 0, or 0 [33, Corollary I.211 and ~(1 ~- (u)) 
equals 0 or 2. Thus, v(K’) equals 2”‘Z for some m > 0, or 0 which means 
that JJ-(C. j)/n(M) is a Witt ring for G [33, Definition 3.121. 
C‘OKOLI..~KY 4.16. For an? s&e/ :ll of .-1,“, ((l(;lI))’ ” I( I .( .I/)). 
Proqf. Since r?([l, -- N)]) 0 if and onI!- if ~(a) I it is clcai- that 
a(,lZ) C l’cj if and onI!. if CT lies in I~(121). Thus. 1,~. [33, ‘I’heorcm 3.9 (v)]. 
(n(M)y T( C.(:l/)). 
(il(.lj))‘,’ u Ann[( I ( 0,) I ) ... (I ~ o,)]. 
where the ai run through the elements of ,I1 rrnrl r runs throqd? the inte,yers ,; I’,, 
Proqf. Let c denote the right hand side. ‘l’hen for an element .I in c i\c have 
.~[(l, a,)][(l, k)] .'. [(I. a!.)] 0, 
foi- some <II ).__. a,. in .\I. Hence, for any 0 in J-(,11) \vve obtain 2”G(,t) 0, 
i.e., 6(,x) 0. ‘I‘hus, x lies in I(Iy(;l/)) (a(-11))’ “?. (If I .(.I[) ) Y lies 
in !I.X,, 111. [33, Theorem 3.9 (iv) and Example 3.1 I]). Hence, c C (ct(.ll))l/z. 
Now let s be an clement of (a(ilZ))‘?. $. . mcc 1)~ C’orollar!. 4. I7 (i)? K 
JJ’(C, j)in(d) is a Witt ring for an Abelian 2-group, the image of .\ in R is a 
torsion element [33, Proposition 3.15 and 3.16]. Hence, there is an inttgw II 
with 2”.v I!-ing in n(:11). Thus, \r-e have 
fur CQ ,.... c,, in ;\I and I. I. Since [(I, ~~)I[( 1’ 011 0 in Ji.(C‘. ,I) it is 
clear that for all integers vr ,> 11 
s[( I) I)“’ ‘“j (I, al) :;\ ... xi (I, a!)] 0, 
so that .Y lies in C, Lvhich completes the proof of Lemma 4.17. 
For the remainder of this section we only consider the case ,I icicntit!-. 
i.e., C .-1. 
(a(M))’ 2 n(.Y/) 
Proof. Since ;I:[ and u(:2(1) do not change is \ve adjoin I to .\I. \ve may 
assume I lies in ,I//. Non- by [29, Theorem 4.11 and Lemma 4.17. the ideal 
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(a(lf))’ ‘1 I( I-(M)) is generated by elements of the form [( 1, ---a)]. (Clearly, 
[(I, - a)] lies in I( V(J1)) ‘f I an d only if U(Q) = 1 for all 0 in I/-(M), i.e., if and 
only if a lies in r( [‘(,I!)) xvhich equals ifi by 7’h eorem 4.8. Thus, (a(sl))l,‘? 
(l(M). 
‘I’aliing .II [ 1 ) in Theorem 3. I8 we obtain the follo\ving. 
~‘oRoLI.XRI 4.19. (cf. [39, Satz 221). Let --I h Y a connecled semilod ring 
wit/l 2 a unit. If TV(A), f- TZ’(A) fkelr H’(A), is generated by the elerrrents 
[( I. (zj] i&eve a is a sum of squnres. 
C‘orollar!~ 4. I9 and Proposition 4.13 yield. 
\\.c conjecture that [29, Theorem 4.11 remains true for the annihilator 
of a multiplicative Hermitian space E in W(C, /) if J is tracique and if dim 1; 
is not too small. This would imply that (4.18)-(4.20) can bc extended to 
rri(C. J) if .l is tracique. 
In this section, for the sake of simplicity we consider only semilocal rings A 
with the identity involution. For a finite &tale extension B of such a ring A, 
i.e., H is a finitely generated projective .-l-module and a projective R @I,,, B- 
module [24, Proposition 18.3.1, p. I 141 we want to study the signatures 
7: B*-r; 11 extending a given signature 0: .-I* - {+I}. It should be 
noted that a finite extension of a semilocal ring is again semilocal. 
\Ve begin by considering a commutative Frobenius extension B of ,-I, i.e., 
I1 is a finitcl!- generated projcctivc A-module and there exists an zl-linear 
form X: R -f .J such that the .-l-bilinear form (6, , 6,) tz ~(6~6,) on H is 
nondcgencrate [22]. Indeed, for R/.3 finite &tale the trace Tr,, ,, (5, p. 397; 
19, 11. 91 ff.] has this property. 
Any A-linear form s making B/=2 Frobenius yields a homomorphism of 
additive groups. 
s, : W(B) -+ Mpl), 
mapping the class of a B-space (E, ~0’) to the class [(E, s 2 CD)] of E considered 
as an .-l-module carrying the nondegenerate form s 2 @: E < E: B 5 .J 
[2 I, Lemma 2.21. 
Before considering estensions of signatures we make some simple and well 
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known remarks about this transfer map. It is easily proved that s. is 11-(.-1)- 
linear 
.TS*( y) s*(l.(x) y) (5.1) 
for .v in IT-(.-l), ~3 in IT’(B), with r denoting the canonical map from ll’(--1) to 
W-(B) [44]. If s’: B + .-1 is another d-linear form such that the hilinear form 
s’(b,h,) is nondegenerate, then the nondegeneracv of s shows that there is an 
element u in B with s’(b) - s(ub) for all h in B.-‘The fact that ~‘(hrh,) is also 
a nondegenerate bilinear form forces u to be a unit in B. Since a R-space 
(E, @) is nondegenerate if and only if (A’, u@) is, we have Im S, In1 .s*‘. 
This image, which by (5.1) is an ideal of 11j-(A4), will he denoted 1,~ I(B. .A), 
while the kernel of r: lV(=1) --+ W(B) will I ,e written as K(.-I, R). .igsin from 
(5.1) we obtain 
f(d-f. B) K(.-I, U) 0. (5.2) 
Sow let 0 be in Sign A. As usual we write C? for the corresponding ring 
homomorphism from IfI’7(,4) to Z (cf. the end of Section 2). ‘i’he signatures 
7: B* - { + I] extending D correspond bijectively with the homomorphisms 
?: l%‘(B) -+ Z such that 7 -’ r Cr (cf. Definition 2.9). 
LEnrnr.4 5.3. I,et B/A be Frobenius. Then a s@atuve o qf .-1 mm hr c,.vtetuied 
to B if and only ifO(K(A, B)) = 0.1~ particular this is the case $6(1(.-I. B)) i 0. 
proof. The considerations at the end of Section 2 show that Lemma 2. IO 
is still valid in the nonconnected case. Hence, the first assertion is just a 
special case of this lemma. The second one follows from (5.2). 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let flj.4 be a Frobenius estension. dssuvre that jhr a/i 
maximal ideals 111 qf -4, the.free =1,,,- module B,,, has odd yank. Therl 
(i) K(.-l, B) 0. 
(ii) Kzery signature qf ,-1 extends to one of H. 
Proof. The element s,,(l) of I(B, -4) is represented by an _I-space \vhosc 
underlying module is B. By [33, Lemma 1.91, W(=1) n ll’(.-l,) \\herc the 
rings Ad, are the connected components of .-?. The components Y of sZr( I) 
in lI’(ll,) are reprcscnted by free .-f,-modules of odd rank since the rank of 
a projective module is constant on the connected components. ‘I’hus, I,!- 
[33, Example 3.1 I], the x7’s arc not zero divisors in lV(A4i), and, consequentl!;. 
s,(l) is not a zero divisor in W(A). Then by (5.2) K(A, B) 0 which, in 
view of 1,emma 5.3, completes the proof. 
The next proposition generalizes [9, Proposition 3, p. 361. 
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PROPOSITION 5.5. Let f(x) he a manic po!vnomial in A4[.w] and let B = 
--rPlUW). 
(i) If theve is an element c ill .-1 with j’(c) in :3”, then B is a FrobeGus 
extension of -4. 
(ii) Let o be in Sign A. If there exists an element c as in (i) with u(/‘(r)) ~- 
-. I, then 0 extends to a si@ature of B. 
Proof. By replacing x by .X - c WC may suppose c 0. Thus, j(.~) -- 
.s” .,I- 1 ~~. . . . ~- a,?-,.\ - a,, with a,, a unit in *4. Then the --l-algebra B has a 
basis T, .F, A?‘,.. ., .Y7c~1 and a multiplication table given 1~~ 
.yJt = a,Imlvy’l-l ,- ... I a,,T, 
Following [44] we define s in hom,(B, A) by s(A+) CJj . l’hen s,(l) is the 
class of the A-module B with form s(b,b,). Clearly x.,“&,’ a-2~i ==~ (Ai:)’ and, 
since with respect to this basis of (47)’ the form has a matrix of determinant 
a;;-l, the spaces (Ai)L and s.J 1) are nondegenerate, proving (i). 
Sow, if n is even, n z-= 2R -+ 2 say, s(x’-~W~~) == a, so that by [33, 
Lemma 1. I] A(i)’ z (A?” ~I) 1 (-49 ‘l)‘. But M :-I 1: .@ is clearly a 
direct summand of (AX’ _ 1)1 such that AlZ ’ = ,12 so that (.4.+ 1 l)‘- is metabolic. 
Hence, s,(l) is also the class of the space rZi .L L&? *l, i.e., s,(l) =: [(I, a,)]. 
Since by hypothesis u(a,,) -- 1, we have Cr(s,(l)) =z 2 and so by Lemma 5.3, 
C? extends to a signature of B. If II =~ 2k -:- I, the result follows from 
Proposition 5.4 or can be proved directly as in the cast of even n since (A4i)L 
is then metabolic. 
Remurk 5.6. If B/d is a ti m e e a e ‘t ‘t, 1 extension, B has the form given in 
Proposition 5.5 if either a4 is local with infinite residue class field or B itself 
is local [24, 18.4.5, p. 1 191. 
JVe shall obtain a better insight into the extension problem of signatures 
if B/A-J is a finite Galois extension as defined in [5; 151. -Vote that-by [15, 
‘Theorem I .3] a Galois extension is always finite &tale. \Ve first need the 
following lemma. 
I,EnlnJA 5.7. Ilet HIA- be u Galois extension with group G and g /= I an 
element of G. .dssume thaf no residue class field of B contains only two elements. 
Then theYe is an element b in B such that g(b) -- h i.v a unit. 
Proqf. Let A’ be the fixed ring of g. Since A’ 3 A, the ring B is a Finitely 
generated .-l’-module. Thus, since B is semilocal il’ is also. By [ 15, Theorem 
2.21 B/.4’ is a Galois extension with group generated by g. Thus, it suffices 
to prove the lemma in case B is a Galois extension of A1 bvith finite cyclic 
Galois group. 
\\.e first consider the case that :1 is a field. ‘Then R &F, , where the 
F,‘s are isomorphic cstension of zil and G permutes the factors transitiveI\, 
[17, Lemmas 5.2 and 5.6; 461. ‘rhus, we ma! write B nti-‘gi(F) u.i& 
g”(F) F. Of course, k need not be the order of C;. If /z Zk’ is even the 
element 
/I (O,,?(I), o,L+yr) (..., O,<Lf”‘.’ ‘(I)) 
will do. If k - I 1 the field B is a Gal& extension of _-I and so for each 
element b in R not in ,3, we have that‘?(h) ~~ h -L 0 is a unit. If k 2k’ _~ I 
with k’ 1. let c be an element in F differing from 0 or I, then 
h (0,x(I), O.J,J(l) ,...,, :I’~‘~~‘(I),,e’“‘((‘)) 
will do. 
‘I’o treat the general case WC first note that if IIt is a maximal ideal of .-I, the 
ring BintR is a Galois extension of .-l/m with group G [15, Lemma I .7]. 
Since the ideals ml-l are comaximal, the Chinese Remainder Theorem shows 
that Bi(n ntR) E n BjlnU. Ry the first part of the proof there is an element 
6 in B/r) mB with g(b) -- ( ) A unit. Since B,“ntB is a semisimple algebra, it 
is clear that n IIIB Rad(R). ‘l%us, for h in B with image b, the element 
g(h) ~~~ h is a unit. 
Remark. Let Ri-4 be a finite &tale extension with B connected and g .’ I 
an automorphism of B which is the identity on .-I. If no residue class field of 11 
contains only two elements, the conclusion of Lemma 5.7 still holds. Indeed, 
by [ 15, Theorem 3.51 B is then Galois over the fixed ring of x. 
I-‘~)of From Definition 2. I, it is clear that TX is in Sign B. ‘I’he automor- 
phism g has finite order II, say, and by Lemma 5.7 there is an element (, in H 
with g(b) ~~ h in H”. Keplacing h bv -/I if necessary, we ma!- assume that 
7(g(6) - /I) I. SO\% 
If TX = 7, then ~<y” 7 and so (7.g” -l)(<q((~) ~ h) 7(‘@(b) - gL ‘(6)) I 
for all k. On the other hand, g(y”-l(b) ~ h) II -g(b), whence ~(g” l(h) ~ h) 
_. I. This is impossible by Lemma 2.3. 
1s-e continue to assume that Sj.4 is a Galois extension with group G‘. Any g 
in G is an automorphism of the pair (R, r(f) and, hence, induces an auto- 
morphism of IT-(B). ‘Thus, G operates on II’(B). If an element s of II’(B) is 
represented by the space (M, @) thengx is represented by (B NC&, :I& B @,, @). 
Here B !a,, iill and B @,, CD denote the B module and bilinear form obtained 
from .V and @ by base extension with B z+ B, i.e., 
b, ‘/J,, b.,m b,<r(b,) ‘> j,, 111 and @(6, (K’ 11~~ , h, 4-3; M,) b,&q@(fiQ > mj)) 
(cf. [9, p. 141). If .lir is a free B-module and CD has matrix (b,i) with respect 
to a basis 11~~ ,..., w/,, of :lf, then B /g,, @ has matrix (g(h,,)) with respect to 
the basis 1 I$,, ~7~ ,..., I ‘$j,, ttz,! of B $I,, 111 (cf. [41]). 
This action of G on 17’(B) inducts an action of G on the set al- of prime 
ideals l’of II’(B) with H.(B)!1 Z’. As usual, \ve consider .Y as a righl: G-set 
via 
I’:r <<J ‘(I’). 
On the other hand, G operates from the right on the set Sign 0 via 
for 7 in Sign B and h in B*. As described in Corollary 2. I7 there is a canonical 
bijection Sign B ,-++ .Y. It is easily verified that this is an isomorphism of 
right G-sets. If no residue class field of B contains only two elements, 
Proposition 5.8 shows that an!; element g ,.- I of G operates on Sign B and, 
hence, on S without fixed points. In pat-titular if J’ J- , nof z’ 1 operates 
on ri’(B) as the identity. This is not allvays true if _Y ,y, as the example 
.-I R,B 02 shows. 
(cf. 135, Sat,- 1.51). 
Proof. By [15, Theorem I .31 (e)] the map B @,, II + Utfinc, B given 
by b, il:/< b, --+ u b&b,) is an isomorphism of rings. Since h, $J,, b, - b&b,) 
yields an isomorphism of B ii;!,, B with B as Abclian groups, the map 
8: B b ),A B + JJ,, i,, (; B EJ,, B given by O(b, @;,, b,) mm JJ 6, @,, 6, is a bijec- 
tion and is readily verified to be an isomorphism of two-sided B-modules. 
Therefore, if :lI is any left B-module the composite map, 
is an isomorphism of left B-modules; explicitI!-. h(b iTjTl n/) U,,inc (b (<I,, WZ) 
for b in B. m in -92. 
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Now let (111, @) be a B-space. By [5, Proposition A.31 Tr(b) -= xsinc, g(h) 
for all b in H. Hence, it is readily verified that h is an isometry of (B On M. 
B @A Tr - CD) with l,,rri<; (B (3, :1Z, H f/ ,, @). I,et 2 in N-(B) be represented 
by (A(, @). The fact that h is an isometr!. asserts +‘r,(z)) x,,inC; <e(z). 
For an!- Gal& extension B/A with group G, the .-l-module R is free of 
rank [G : I] [15, Theorem 4.2(c)]. JV e c enote this rank h!. [B : .A]. ‘I’hen I
Lemma 5.9 implies the following corollar!.. 
COKOLLARY 5. IO. -4s usual /et TfY(B)‘; denote the jixed uiq oj G in If7(B). 
For any z in II’(R)C, 
r(‘I’r,(z)) [II : A-l]z. 
Heme, Coker(r: IIT(A-1) -r Tlr(B)‘;) and ktx(‘l’r ,_: IIT( ~--f II.(=I)) are annihil- 
ated by [B : A]. 
Remark. The proofs of Lemma 5.9 and Corollaq, 5.10 remain valid 
for a Galois extension Bid-l of an arbitrar!. commutative ring A. Indeed, the 
A-module B is also projective of constant rank [G : 11 [15, Lemma 4.11. This 
rank is also denoted by [B : L-l]. 
PROPOSITION 5.1 I. Let B/r-l he a Galois extension and [B : --II2 he the 
highest pomer of 2 dividing [B : A]. Then 
(i) [B : A],(ker(‘l’r,: II’(B)’ r Ii-(--I))) 0. 
(ii) [B : .-I],(C’oker(r: I1’C-l) --, flV(B)G)) ~= 0. 
(iii) If [B : A] is odd, F: IV(.g) + IIT(B is an isomorphiswz. 
Proof. By [33, Lemma 1.9 and Example 3.1 I], the torsion subgroup of 
W(B) is 2-primary, which in view of C’orollary 5.10 proves (i). For an odd 
prime p the ring T~‘(A)jpCV(A), and, th ercfore, its homomorphic image 
~(W(~q));p r(kV(A)) is von Neumann regular [33, Lemma I .9 and Example 
2.6 (ii)]. Since Ft.(B)” has zero p-torsion, [33, Lemma 2.81 shows that 
l/C7(B)G/~( IT7(A)) also has zerop-torsion proving (ii). Statement (iii) is immediate 
from (ii) and Proposition 5.4. 
Remark. Proposition 5. I 1 (iii) was first proved for .g and B fields in [4l]. 
Essentially the present proof is contained in [33, Remark 2. I I] and a slightI> 
different version can be found in [35]. 
PROPOSITION 5.12. Let B/d be a Galois estension with group G and assume 
that no residue class jell of B contains only two elements. For 0 in Sign A WP 
zwite T ~ (T (f 7 is an element of Sign B estendiq (r. 
(i) Let T be the set of signatures of B extending a given signature o of A. 
If7’-- . the group G arts faithfu@ and transitiue!v ON T. EIenc-e, ‘7’ 
or trrrs [B : --I] elements. 
(ii) For z in Idv(R) zce haz’e e(TrJz)) = x:7sC, F(Z), with the empty sum 
beir!ir 0. 
(iii) Card 7’ =- o(‘l’r,(l)). 
&w$ (i, By C’orollar)- 2.17 the correspondence 7 H I’, ker ? defines 
a bijection of Sign B with the set of prime ideals P of 11;(B) such that It’(B)/P 
is not a torsion group. Th us, 7 F+ Q 0 Z’, is a bijection from Sign B to 
Spec(Q lf-(B)) (cf. Lemma 3.3 (iii)). Clearly, 7 i 0 if and only if CD :;I‘ CJT 
lies over 0 ~I I’,: with respect to 1 0 Y: Q @I pL’(--I) -+ Q (5 W(B). 
As usual for g in G, q in Q, and z in W(B), we set g(q @ z) q (3 g(z). 
‘Then G operates on Q @ It’(B) from the left and, hence, from the right on 
Spec(Q Y 11-(B)). The considerations before Lemma 5.9 show that 
Sign R + Spec(Q 0 IF(B)) is an isomorphism of G sets. 
Let 4’ hc an clement of (Q QI M’(B))‘;. Then by Lemma 5.9 
so that z‘ lies in Q Q r( II’(A)). Since Q Q r(lr*(,-l)) clearly is contained in 
(a :g rr7(B))‘,. we have (Q ~8 W7(B))” :~ Q (3 r(Wr(A4)). Hence, [ 12, 
Theorem 2, p. 421 shows that G operates transitive11 on the Q Ic-, P7 for T O, 
I.e., G operates transitively on T. That G operates faithfullv on 7’ is a con- 
sequence of Proposition 5.8. 
(ii) .ksume first that 0 has at Icast one extension 7,, . By Lemma 5.9 
tve haw r(l’r ,(z)) z<?(z). Thus, 
G(‘I’r -(z)) = ?,,(r(‘l’l-l(z))) 1 ~,,(g(z)) = 1 -r(z), by (i). 
T irlr; Tf’i 
If <r does not estend to B. then by Lemma 5.3. rf(Tr,(z)) 0. 
(iii) This is assertion (ii) for u” I. 
As an application of Proposition 5. I2 we treat the case [B : A] :-= 2. 1Ve 
first dcterminc the structure of such extensions explicitly. 
LF~lhl.4 5. I?. (i) Let --1 be an arbitrary comvnututize ring and Ie/ B/A 
be apee e’tale extension of rank 2. Then B s .4[x]/(.aG - dx ~- c) with d’! L- 4c 
a unit ir7 .-I Conaersely, aq such a[yebra is a free dale extension of .-I qf rank 2. 
(ii) Jf-4 is semilocal, then din (i) can be chosen as I 
I’wc$ By [I I, Exercise 4, p. 1761 the natural map --I + B splits. By the 
usual exterior power argument there is an element t in B such that [I 1 f] is a 
basis of H over .-I. If t’ c t/t with C, tl in .-I, it is clear that H y’ 
-4[~Yl~(~Y’ tl.Y f). Ijv [l9. ‘I’heorem 4.4, p. I I I], R is ktale if and onlv if 
‘l’r, ,4(l) ‘I’r, .4(1) i 
‘I’rB 4(f) ‘I’r, A(1z) 1 
is a unit in A. A routine computation sho\\s that this determinant is d’ 4~. 
proving (i). 
(ii) If [ 1, t’i is another .-f-basis of B WC‘ have t’ (I,, t n,( with (I~ in .-IA 
mn~~,t’f~~~, f’ 1 d’f’ where d’ 267,) uld. Thus. to prove (ii) it suffices to 
22’ ( ?‘d I (5.14) 
has a solution in .-l withy ;I unit. Now, it is I-eadily \-erified that if .-I is ‘L tivld 
(5.14) has a solution with J’ ; 0. Hence, (5.14) has a solution in an\. tinite 
direct product of fields with y a unit. ‘I’hus, if .I is semilocal (5.14j hx a 
solution mod Kad .-1 with JJ a unit. Hut then clearly (5.14) has a desired 
solution in A. 
From now on A again denotes a semilocal ring. 
Proof. An!- element h of 11 can be uniclucl\- \vritten as N,~ ,- tr,! \\ irh c,,, , u,. 
in .-I and 1’ t i C. Ddill~ ,q: B F H by- <g(flo %f) (N,, tilj olt. 
It is readily verified that,y is an .~-automorphism ofB of period two. .\Iorcover, 
<z(t) t I- 2tand(l 2)’ I 4~, so that I 2x is in R’. Dv 
[ 15, Theorem I .3 (f)], the extension K.4 is Galois Lvith group G II > ,y:. 
‘I’hus, I~!- Proposition 5. I2 (ii) it suffices to prove 
G(Tr*( I)) I i Cr( I -~ 40. 
Now ‘rr,( I) is represented b>- the--l-module B varrving the form @ \I how 
matrix \vith respect to the basis (1, tj is (f ,:,,). Ry [33, Lemma 1.121. 
(B, @) 1 (Pm I) is isometric to a diagonal form (a, , or , u:,) with 0, in .4, so 
that G(Tr,(l)) I 44 _ (~(n.,) v(o:<). ‘I’aking determinants of both 
forms and applying u wc‘ find 
41 40 da,) 4%) 4%). 
On the other hand, it is clear that (B, @) J- ( I) represents both I and I. 
It follows from Lemma 2.3 (ii) that we cannot have a(n,) 1, i I, 2, 3 
or ~(a,) I ~ i I, 2, 3. ‘i’hus, the values of the o(ni) will include either 
two * I’s or one i I. In the former case o(q) fl(02) ~(n,,) I and 
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u(q) U(h) u(a:J I, while in the latter ~(a~) ~(a,) u(cz:$) 1 and 
a(q) - U(Q) ~;- “(UJ = ~~ 1. In both cases, o(‘l’r,(l)) I ~- u( I .~ 4~). 
proving the proposition. 
\\‘e haw not been able to generalize Proposition 5.12 to arbitrary finite 
stale extensions. However, we make the following conjecture. 
C‘OSJECITXE 5.16.” Let B/A be u finite Nale e.vtension rind assume that wo 
residue c-f~7ss,firld of B contcrins on& fzco elements. Then -for uq\’ 2 in IT’(U) 
G(‘I’r .(z)) 1 +). 
7;u 
‘I’hc conjecture is known to hold if .-I is a field [30, Section 51. For z 1 
the conjecture asserts that 0 has exactly c(Tr,( I)) extensions to B. II!. [ 19, 
C’orollar! 2.3, p. 941 the form Tr: R :; R P> .3 is proper and so, if B is a free 
--I-module, it has an orthogonal basis [33, Lemma I. 121. Hence, $Tr,( I)) 
[H : -41 ~ 2/z for some natural number k. Thus, if C’onjecture 5.16 holds 
there can by at most [B : -41 estensions of CJ and the number of extensions 
differs from [B : A] by an even integer. Further evidence for the truth of 
conjccturt. 5. I6 is given by the following proposition. 
I’ROPO.YHOS 5.17. /<et R,‘,-l be n.finite Itale extension. For uq’ o in !iign .-I 
PC? //Oi’P n(l’r ,<( 1)) 0, and u extends fo 13 [f and on& if n(Tr,( I)) . 0. 
‘I’his proposition can be proved essentialI!- in the same way as in the :special 
cast whrn .4 and R are fields [30, Lemma 4. I]. 
A spud case of our final result was already announced in [35, Bemerkung 
I .3]. 11-e bc$n with a topological lemma and refer to Section 3 for the ter- 
minolo,g!~. 
I,I:MSI.A 5.18. (i) Let 1. be a Boolem space and G a jinite gmup qf ,fi.yeN’ 
point ji-ee honreo,lzorphisnzs of IT. Then there is a clopeu fundamentnl domain ,Q 
j,,. G in 1.. 
(ii) /,et AL =- I’/G cd for any discrete &g I), denote 12(.1~-, II) by R 
amd C~‘( 1.. 0) 11-y S. Ile identryy R with tile subring of S consisting of tJle fum-tio,ls 
corlstunt OH the orbits of G. By lettin. (gf)( v) .f(,r ‘y) zce obtain on ac.tiorr 
of G (1.~ 11 ,~roup of R-automorphisms of S. Let e!, in S be tlte characteristic fun&w 
qfs<~(-‘?) jitr ,;I in G. Thea S == C R e!, , the e, are orthqgonal idempotents of S, 
thr K-rrmduies R e, are jiree oj.rnnk one, andg’(e,) =m- e,,‘,, . TJms, S is viq iso- 
morphic to m direct product of [G : I ] copies of R and the ?lzap~,,lI.llg~~!,yl,e,, from 
the C;~~ol+ rir?? R[G] of G over R to S is an isonzorpJrism qf left R[G]-mo&les. 
’ .\-a/~> oclric~d irr proof. IVe now kno~v that this conjecture holds true even \vit[lout 
an! :wwmption about the residue class fields of II (cf. Rrrll. .lntrr. .lTtrtlr. .S’OC. 79 
(1973), iv\. 
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Proof: (i) It is easily verified that the canonical projection TT: 1. + \.;G 
possesses a continuous cross section 0 [37, I’roposition 3. I]. I,et 0 lm t?. 
Since 0~ is the identity of Q, it is clear that Q is a fundamental domain for G 
so that 1- is a finite disjoint union of the sets g(Q) for ,T in G. Sinw 1-‘G is 
compact, Sj is also, and, thus. since 1. is Hausdorff, Q is a closed suhsct of 1.. 
Hence, 1’ 8 is also closed so that Q is clopen. 
(ii) Since G is finite, it is well kno\vn that 15 is both open and closed. 
Hence, T ~ g(Q) is a homeomorphism of t(f)) onto .\-. Denote its inverse 1~ 
‘p,, . For s in S let p,,(s) s ’ q2,, rr. C’learl!~ r,,(s) is a continuous function 
from 1’ to 11 constant on the orbits of G and so lies in K. ilIoreo\ cr. for any v . - 
in 1. there is a unique h in G with h(Q) containing 1’. ‘I’hcn for an eicment s 
in S, WC’ have s(y) I.),($)( ?j) e,,(y), so that s(y) zrli,,(, j.,!(s) e,,(>l), i.e., 
.S ~-~ ,, in (, Y,,(S) P, . If me, 0 for some r in I?, then r(g(.Q)) 0. xx1 since y 
is constsnt on the orbits of G, this forces Y _ 0. Thus, since‘ the P,, are 
clearly orthogonal, S n K e,, It is clear that R C S’; and casil! wrified 
that ,g’(~~,) P,;,, ‘1%~. the last assertion of Lemma 5.18 is also c’\ i&W. 
PRol~OsrrIOS 5. 19. Let H;:1 he a galois fxiensiwr wit17 group G trr7ti assum 
that 770 residue class field of B c.ontuins r~r7b two element.~. Lrt G I(II.(.-I)), 
the ir77yge of 11.(--l) in W(B). Then 2 ’ H*( 11) is a fwe module of i-trnli fm oreI 
the ~voup rirg 2 -I @2j[G]. 
I’yoqf. Let 1’ Sign R. By Lemma2.15 we have 2-j [C’(H) 2 ’ II%‘(B) 
and. as stated just before Definition 3. I, [IF(U) is a 1yitt ring for some 
group of exponent 2 in the sense of [33]. Thus, from Lemma 3.15 and 
‘Theorem 3.18 (i) we obtain 2 I II’(R) 2 ~‘I[-(B),,,, :; C( I., 2 ‘I). Further- 
more’, by Proposition 5. I I (ii) we haw [2 ’ M-(E)]” 2 ‘m. Since G 
consists of automorphisms of B, it induces homeomorphisms on the space of 
minimal ideals of W’(B) and so on 1.. By Proposition 5.8 an! clement .y I of 
G induces a homeomorphism without fixed points. Ixt .\ \- G. If \\-c define 
an action of G as automorphism of C’( I-, 2 -I Z) as in I,emm;t 5. I Y (ii), it is 
easily verified that C(l’, 2m’Z) 2~ 2.-‘W(B) ,I : C -’ 1s I : isomorphism also. IIcnce, 
qs, 2-‘z) “’ q Y, 2 ‘zy ‘- 2 rm and Lemma 5. I8 (ii) complctcs thv 
proof. 
C0ROLL.3KY 5.20. .-Is in I’ropo.sition 5. I 1 let [U : -412 denotr the h~yiwst 
power 0!2 diciding [R : *-I]. ‘/‘hen [B : .-3],(I?‘(G. rJ/(n)) 0,/z. ; % , 
nchere /I’( G,. . .) &note the Tate cohomobyy poups ?f G. 
Z’roof. Since 2 ‘Z is flat over Z, we have 3 ‘/j’(G, [l-(u)) G. 
Zi’(G, 2 ” 11’(B)) [ 14, Theorem 3.3, p. 1 131. Thus, hv Proposition 5. IY WC haI-c 
2 %I^J’(G, Ii-(B)) 0, i.c.. all the I?i(G. 11’(B)) . are 2-torsion groups. Now, 
since G is finite of order [B : .-fJ, we have [B : A] li”(G, U’(B)) 0 
[ 14, Proposition 2.5, p. 2361 so that [R : .-I],@(G, W(R)) 0. 
Remark. If .d is a field, Dress [31] proves the following generalization of 
(‘orollary 5.20: Let B;‘.d he an arbitrary- finite &tale extension of &3 and E 
a finite Galois field extension of =I with the property that ail the fields which 
are the simple components of B have .d-isomorphism into E. Let FF(BI.4, W), 
i 0, I, 2,..., denote the Amitsur cohomology groups of B,‘a-f with coeflicients 
in the \Sitt ring functor [I 6, Section 31 and write t^li(B/.g, W) for Hi(B,‘.t2, IT’), 
i 0, and #(H/.-l, JI.) for C’okcr(l17(.-l) + 1Z”(BiA, II?). Then 
[E : .-l],ZP(B,.4, rr-) -~ 0. i 0. I, 2 )... 
[21, Corollary 2.3 and p. 4.261. It should be noted that in [21] the usual 
indexing of the Amitsur cohomology groups is shifted by one. Furthe,rmore, 
if ,4 is an arbitrary commutative ring and B z .-i[,x]/(.f(x)), where f(x) is a 
manic polynomial of odd degree [21, C’orollary 2.3 and Lemma 2.31 shows 
that I^Ii(B:‘A3, II’) =~ 0, i em 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
6. PROOF OF YROPOSITION 2.5 
In this section C always denotes a connected semilocal ring with involution 
J : y + f and A the fixed ring of J. We shall consistently use Roman letters 
for elements of A and Greek letters for elements of C. 
IXMMA 6.1. Assume that either A is afield OY that (7 has no maximal ideal !)J1 
such that one of the,following exceptional cases OCCUYS 
(i) CiYJ1 -= F, 01’ 
(ii) 9J31 7-z %i& C’j\J31 = Ed and .-3,‘!N n d = IF, , 
Then the kernel of the canonical subjection Y: W’(--l) ++ IV(C, J) is the ideal 
eeneratedby the elements [( 1, - Al$)] with p in C” and [( 1, a)][( 1, -(-VA +aXp))] 
with a in d K, A. p in C and XA -I- a.Vp in .4 *. 
Pvoof. The comm~ltative diagram, 
q-4 * 1.4 *“I -.-L_-,, y/q 
ii b 
t T 
z[A”,‘~\x-J A,+ rryc, J) 
shows that ker Y = $(ker(&r)). I :or .x in =i* let {xl denote the element .v,q*” 
in Z[A*/Ag*2]. Now ker(#,v) := x-l(ker &). Thus, ker($,z-) is generated by 
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l-xl- 77 and the elements { 1; -+ [ I;, ([Ii i iaj)((lj ~- { :\A ah’pj) with u 
in A*, A, p in C, and NA --~ &,u in :I q [33, Theorem I. 16, C’orollary 1.17. 
and Lemma I. 191. Since kcr x is generated by the elements ‘, I i - j :A’pi with II 
in C*, the lemma follows. 
For a find (1 in .I * let Z denote the set of units of A of the form I\‘,\ a.\-,~ 
with A, /L in C. Since 
and 
N is a subgroup of .A 
Let Y be the set of all c in .4 such that the element [( 1, u)][(l, -(.)I of 
71’(A) lies in the ideal generated by the elements [(I, P-ATp)] with p in (‘, 
In IT7(d4) we have [(<?)I[( I, a)][( I, -cl)] I [(I, u)][( 1 , -cz)] [( 1, u)][( I, -(,1ct)], 
and [(I. ~-~~~l)] _ [(I, or)]. Hence. Y is also a subgroup of -4”. B\- Lemma 
6. I, Proposition 2.5 will he proved if WC show X C Y for every (I i[; .1 
Pvoq$ In rl’(_;1) it is easil!- verified that [( 1, a)] [(h” - nS)][( I, a)]. 
Hence, [(I, a)][( I, (h” f ad2))] 0 in U’(d) and so b’ in ad’ lies in S’. 
Since all A’7 with 17 in C* lie in 9 it suffices to consider a unit r A’[ 1. ah” 
with [ in C* and b in A. Since the space (lr. --~c) over L4 represents -~\‘E 
[(u, -~ c)] [(- A~,$)][( I, -UC)] 
in W.(A). Thus, [(I. u)][( I, c)] :- [(I, --:Y[)][( I, ac)], which shows that 
r is in Y. 
The proof that J? C F and thus of Proposition 2.5 will be completed with 
the proof of the following lemma. 
L+:nrx\ 6.3. :lssunle tltat eitltel- .A is a jield or tltut C’ has tto wasittral 
ideal !).I{ such that one of the fXowittC~ e.vcrptiottal cases ocmt~ 
(i) C’/!Ui 5, 01’ [F:, 01 
(ii) !N vi, C’!!lN F, und Al;Ll n !u331 5, . 
Then the units b” ad” and lV[ j ub’n’rl described in Lemma 6.2 generate tlte 
group ,X ?f all uttits .Y,\ a:Vk with A, p in C(cf. [29, Sate I .2 and its proof]). 
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Proof. Let A$ denote the group generated by the units b” -ids d and 
-\‘[ + ab”IVT with 6, d in d and 5, 7 in C”. If A is a field an element y in C 
is a unit if and only if fly $~ 0. Putting [ : h -/’ 0, b 0, 7 1 shows 
that X,\ lies in &, and, clearly, a:\TA does also. This finishes the proof if -3 
is a field. 
‘I’he remainder of the proof is a series of reductions. Sate that if nti ,..., ntt 
are all the maximal ideals of a semilocal ring i3 and (ii ,..., ~1, are prescribed 
elements of D, the (‘hinese Remainder Theorem guarantees the existence of 
an clement Q’ in 1) with r/ d,(11t,). 
(I) Let c ,Vh j NS/* be a unit. \Ye have 
c(b” 4 ad’) z n’(bX dp) 1 n~?‘(r/A /‘J/L). 
Let m1 ,..., mt be all the maximal ideals of A. Since (‘ is a unit, if -YA O(w) 
then i\‘p ~_ O(m,). Thus, if b and d are elements of ,d such that b I, 
d O(nt;) if NA 1;’ O(m,), and b 0, o’ =- I(ln,) if ATA map O(m,), hvth the 
clemcnts b” j-a&’ and bA-udp arc units of -4. ~Iultipl~ing by (N(b&trdp))m-l 
WC find c I !- rnlvp’ mod X,,. Thus, it sufhces to consider the cast 
(’ 1 t uxp. 
(2) \Ve have 
c( 1 -:- ah”.\-[) = .V( I -~ ah/&) fm a:V(b$ ,u). 
‘I’IILIs, the proof will be complete if we can find elements b in -4 and 5 in c’“, 
such that 1 + ab2N[, 1 - nbp< and bf r p are units. 
Over each maximal ideal 111 of A there is either a unique maximal ideal !Ui 
of C with %lI 91 or there are two maximal ideals !lJ331, a of C [ 12, Theorem 2, 
p. 421. Hence, in order to complete the proof we must show that for each 
maximal ideal 111 of A there exist elements [ in C and h in :I satisfying the 
following congruences: 
(iii) [ -.:~ 0 mod 9J3Ji and @; 
(iv) I ~. ob”N[ z- O(N); 
(v) 1 - ah& :-- 0 mod !lJl and m; 
(Ii) b{ -1 p I+~ 0 mod !lJl and )3JT. 
If S/L x O(m), choosing b z O(m) and t I mod !lli and m satisfies 
(iii)-(vi). For the remainder of the proof, therefore, we assume -VP O(11t). 
(3) Let !lJl + %l?. By [12, C’orollary 1, 12. 471 the canonical mappings 
.-1;nt m+ C/VI and .djttr -* C&J1 are bijective. Hence, there are rings iso- 
morphisms 
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It is easil!- checked that the involution induced by J on C,‘,(!IJ331 n !@) is carried 
to the involution (ct, , Z2) b-+ (CT2 ) q) of .4-1;‘m ;; Ad/m by these isomorphisms. 
Hence, for a given element 4 in C there exist elements r/, , d2 in .-I wit11 
( :- d,(%li), 5 1: d2(ilQ) and X[ I-- ~,&(ll~). Since :Yp O(m), the element IL 
lies in either 91331 or m. IS!- interchanging !lJi and 9JJJ1 if necessar! we may suppose 
p lies in !JJi. Then conditions (iii)-(vi) hecomc 
(iii)’ (/1 i- O(m) and c/Z ~. O(m); 
(iv)’ I uh2t/,tl, O(m); 
(L)’ I - ah/d1 0(!1,11); 
(vi)’ hd, ~- p O(?lJI) and hdl O(III). 
\Vc choose h 1(111). R!. the hypotheses (i) and (ii) .4;1lr has at ieast three 
nonzero tkments. Hence, we can choose ~1, so that the conditions involving 
& in (iii)’ and (vi)’ are satisfied. Having fixed d, mod(llr) MC can then pick dI 
to satisf! the remaining conditions. 
(4) Let 9J{ : !131. Then /L is in !IJJ;rt and (9.) is automatically satisfied. 
The remaining conditions now become 
h : O(m). 4 O(!).N) ad nh~N( 1 (Ill). 
Assume first that L-11 IIt contains at least four elements. Choose t 1 (YJJ1). 
Since il:‘m contains at least two distinct nonzero squares wc can also choose 0 
to satisfv these conditions. 
Assume now that ,-l/llr IF, or F, . Since ‘J$t is perfect [12, ‘Theorem 2 (ii), 
p. 421 shows that [C/‘J31 : d!nt] :-: 2. By hypothesis (ii) u-e need only consider 
the case zq;nt F,, ( CIOI = F, . By the same theorem of [12]. J does not 
induce the identity on C/YJ)JI. Hence, b’: C + .d induces the usual field norm 
F, - + FE, which is well known to be surjective. Hence, if WC choose h l(w) 
there is an clement 6 in C’ to fullfill our conditions. This completes the proof 
of Lemma 6.3 and, thus, of Proposition 2.5. 
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